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Above: Now isn't this a
foxy Fox student?
Shannon St. Lawerence
grooves to the beat at the




Caedmon's Call puts on
a performance during a
Fall concert in Bauman
Auditorium.
Below: Whoops, was
that one mine? Freshmen









VP V Below: Faithfulorientation leader Sarah
Powell helps the new
freshmen move in.
^bove: No guts, no
;lory for this group of
;uys fighting hard for
tie Bruin Junior. Bruin
Irawls are fought with




Long, Rob Mardock and
Caleb Harris show the
Mr Bruin contestants


















Orientation is that time of year that marks the beginning of a
new chapter in one's life. It is a strange state to be in when you
realize that you are now growing up; you are now forced to think
about what you will do with your life, while trying to ease into this
new place that will be home for the next four years.
College is an experience in itself, an experience that is suc-
cessful only when properly trained and welcomed into. Freshmen
and transfers alike came together the weekend before the first day of
classes. The weekend set before them would be one to remember.
"Walk Your Road," the orientation theme for this year, proved to be
one that would be carried out during the 1999-2000 George Fox
experience.
Many came to uncover the road to take and the path to
choose. New students busily moved in with the help of their new
friends in white orientation T-shirts. Opportunities were presented
for involvement in the year's activities. Students tried not only to
remember where to go next, but to find where that place was, and
through all of this still attempted to figure out who those people
wearing red shirts were.
Orientation included small group activities, as well as
barbeques and games. Freshmen and transfers still remember those




Left: Freshmen gather with
their parents on their first day
of orientation to hear this
year's Chapel Band.
Below: Freshman Nathan
Green carries his pillows into
his dorm room. The freshmen
moved in during the last
weekend of August.
Left: Juniors Megan Luginbill
and Elise Campbell help the
freshmen move into their new
homes. Luginbill and Campbell
were both orientation leaders.
Right: Freshman Aliesje King
stops by the post office station
on the first day of orientation.
Senior Heidi Girard explains to
her what she needs to do.
Serve Day
On September 8th, George Fox students and faculty participated in
something that no other school in the Northwest has done. A total of 1,400
people, from the President to the newest freshman, made up the twenty-
member teams. These teams went to over 70 locations in Yamhill County,
shutting down the entire campus for a day to do various community
service projects.
This day was seen as one of the most productive days in George
Fox's history. As a body, we went to non-profit organizations, churches,
and individuals with special needs. Typical projects included painting,
yardwork, and church improvements. Rachel Kremiller thought it was "a
great way to get involved with the community. It was also a great oppor-
tunity to put our faith into action." Serve Day became not only the talk of
the George Fox campus but it seemed the whole Northwest took interest in
our "day off." The Oregonian even featured the day of service on the front
page of its newspaper.
The day concluded with a late afternoon celebration. GFU staff
took on the students in a game of softball, work teams reported their day's
activites, and participants enjoyed music, food, and all-around fellowship.
It provided not only a time to get to know others in one's living area, but
also to get involved with the community. People who received the service
were blessed as well as the faculty and students who participated. Fresh-
man Melissa McKenzie noted, "The church I worked at is the same church
I now attend."
8 Activities
Left: Chapel Band members
Anne-Renee Stewart, Darbi
Ytreeide, Justin Ubel, Joe
Schlegel, and Doug Johnston
play songs of praise before
everyone goes out in service to
the community.
Below: Senior Mike Morse
helps to put up the scaffolding
at his work site for the day.
Left: Junior Tiffany Kehler and
sophomore Bett Heckinger
work on a ditch project.
Right: President David Brandt
gives a speech of encourage-
ment to the students and staff




Although he had already served in the position for nearly a year, Dr.
H. David Brandt was officially inaugurated into the office of University
President on August 30, 1999. The evening before the official inauguration,
Dr. Brandt and his wife, Melva, held a special time where the students were
invited to come and get to know their new president. This evening also in-
cluded a time of worship with the Chapel Band and an opportunity for
students to surround and pray for the Brandts and for their ministry on this
campus. The actual inauguration ceremony was held during the chapel hour,
and George Fox faculty members were in full academic regalia for the occa-
sion. The ceremony featured addresses from the students, represented by ASC
President Ryan Dougherty, faculty, by Dr. Becky Ankeny, the alumni, and
representatives of the academic and business communities, including
Newberg mayor Charles Cox and Oregon senator John Lim. Tom Johnson,
Ph.D., Dean of George Fox Seminary in Portland, gave the inaugural address,
and music was led by Derric Johnson. Dr. Brandt came to George Fox from
Tabor College in Kansas where he served as president for three years. He
received both his undergraduate education and his doctorate in physics from
Wheaton College. We hope he will be here at Fox for many years to come!
°wi<tnon
Dr. Brandt is congratulated by
members of the George Fox
faculty at the Presidential
Inauguration.
Left: Dr. Brandt and his wife,
Melva, speak to the student
body on the night prior to the
inauguration.
Above: Dr. Brandt gives his
first address as the official
President at the inaugural
ceremony.
Left: The students of George
Fox surround the Brandts to
pray for them and their future




The George Fox Christmas celebration included the All-Campus
Christmas Party at which students, staff, faculty and their families were
entertained by carolers, a brass quintet made up of George Fox students,
and an extensive Christmas dinner served in Heacock Commons. The
musical performance MasterPeace was presented each evening, featuring
the Handbell Choir, DaySpring, Concert Band, and the Concert Choir.
DaySpring continued the tradition of wearing Dickens-esque costumes
during their performance.
Larry Shelton and Debbie Johnson, wife of choir director Derric
[ohnson, served as the Masters of Ceremonies, entertaining the audience
with short stories and background information for the songs being
performed. Bright lights and fog during the choir performance added to
the magic of the MasterPeace experience. Also included in the Christmas
Celebration were the annual Candlelight Vespers and the campus lighting
zeremony, where the white lights that decorated campus buildings and the
zlock tower were turned on, giving the whole campus a warm, festive
atmosphere.
Left: White Christmas lights
illuminate the whole campus
during the month of December.
Bottom left: The Concert Choir
sings a combination of
traditional Christmas songs and
new favorites at MasterPeace.
Above: George Fox students
join kids in making reindeer
antlers and toy soldier hats
during the All-Campus
Christmas Party.
The Concert Band performs at
MasterPeace, adding their
special style to the festivities.
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Fall Activities
Fall activities were a chance for the students to get involved,
take a break from the everyday routine of homework, and infuse the
campus with weekend life. Just a few events that took place were
the movie on the clock tower lawn, the ever-popular 70's dance, Fall
retreat, the Irish dance, and the Dating Game. A new event this year
during a hot day in September was Serve Day. ASC committees
worked around the clock to put these activities together, providing




Wulff duck under the tunnel
of arms at the Holiday
Hoedown.
Right: Freshmen Christy
Russo, Julia Vogt, Ben Irwin,
and friends enjoy a fun and
festive night of Karaoke.
Far left: Although packed
into the EHS atrium, Fox
students still sport a smile
during the 70' s dance.
Left: Come and get it!
Rachel DeYoung, Kendra
Dickinson, Kathryn Fox,
and others pick and choose
from the buffet table at a
BBQ on the clocktower
lawn.
Below: Junior Will Varin




Above: Walk like an Egyptian?!? RuthAnn DeYoung and Rachel Tanner sing their
hearts out as they follow the words on the screen. Several groups took to the stage
to reveal their hidden musical talents during Kareoke night.
14 Activities
Left: The lords of the
dance — Andrew Fodge,
Ryan Dougherty, Thomas
Payne, and Will Varin -
aren't afraid to show off
an Irish kilt or two.
Below: This girl is gonna
dance until bell bottoms
are once again out of
style. Erin Stelzenmueller
shakes her thing to win




md Jennifer Taylor get in
:he groove at the 70'
s
iance.
flight: Heave ho, ladies!
rieidi Hardenburger and
Courtney Heck haul




Spring semester was just as packed as the fall; students never
experienced a lack of things to do. (Even in Newberg!) With every-
thing from Spring Formal to Senior Chapel, members of the George
Fox community enjoyed fellowship, laughter, and even some embar-
rassment. By the time commencement came around, students had
experienced quite the full year.
16 Activities
.eft: A carefully constructed
ign proudly announces one of
he final Senior-run events.
'ight: In order to secure spots
or their Juniors Abroad trip of
hoice, juniors-to-be went to
;reat lengths. Some even
amped out in tents outside
ioover up to two nights before
egistration.
Far Left: Seniors Maria Harris,
Teddi Van Hooser, and Amber
Nice display their cowgirl
muscle during a popular
number at the Lip Sync.
Left: Performing for a wildly
approving crowd at Senior Cha-
pel, Matt Magee, Nolan Long,
Hayley Cummings, Stephanie
Marr, and Thomas Payne rock
out to Queen's "Bohemian
Rhapsody." They rewrote
certain lyrics to reminisce over
their four years at Fox.
Below: Jeff Kirksey performs a






Left: The Mr. Bruin contestants
promise a grand and exciting
pageant as they show mastery
over their long-practiced dance
choreography.
Below: Juniors Stacy Lakshas
and Deanna Cintas glam it up
at the Spring Formal.
eft: "Are you really going to
Koose mystery guy number
"tree?" Pam Mattson hosts
The Dating Game" as contes-
ints Heather Cramer and
^ndrea Lewis share the hot
sat.
ight: Ah, the moment we'll all
jmember. For Jon Rickey
owever, receiving his diploma
ras a little more special
ecause it was presented to him
y his grandfather, David Le




Hey, wanna go to Mexico? What about Idaho, or maybe the coast,
or even Canada? These were just some of the places where serve trips
traveled this year. As usual, the trips were very successful. Winter serve
trips took place following New Year's Day; the theme was Y2K, or "Yes to
the King." Due to the overwhelming eagerness of the students to partici-
pate, another trip was added to the four winter trips originally scheduled.
Spring serve trips took place during spring break, initiating an incredible
turnout of students. Many of the groups held fundraisers to support their
missions through car washes, bake sales, and even a chapel offering that
became a huge blessing to the Mexico trip.
Winter and spring serve trips allowed students the opportunity to
travel, to meet new people, and to be a servant for the kingdom of God.
Many serve trips enabled the participants to be humbled and to appreciate
all they have ever had and what they have now in the present.
Serve trips are excellent opportunities which reap more blessings
than expected. They show you how to be reliant on God when your van
breaks down or when the supplies you need do not come. Be amazed,
learn how to trust in God, and most of all, become a servant.
m
20 Activities
Left: The May Serve team who went to
Jamaica and Cuba gathers amongst their
new Jamaican friends! Back to front: Katy
Schnitker, Jesse Lamm, Gregg Lamm, Matt
Gerber, Emily Hansen, Carly Page, Jennie
Sexton, Sean McGeeney, Sarah Lawrence,
Courtney Johnson, Heather Frazier, Katie
Horning, Rachel Jones, Rebecca Rising,
Amy Weybright, Elisa Roth, Sharia Hays,
Rachel Kremiller, Brooke Krovious, Megan
Collins-Richard. (Not pictured: Shelley
Tapia.)
Far left: Micah Routon, Marci Shires,
Debbie Ross, and Carissa Hendryx do
some roof repair during their Spring Serve
to Mexico.
Left: Erin Hatch, Teddi VanHooser, Marta
Sears, and Jessica Shurte aren't afraid to
get down and dirty with the paint! They
did maintenance at Idaho's Christian
Children's Ranch for Winter Serve.
Right: The Winter Serve Team to Twin
Rocks Conference Center. Back to front:
Mike True, Jonathan Chong, Gale Roid,
Dave Kilian, Michael Fisher, Jim Snow.
Heather Petersen, Sarah Dorsey, Joani
Kroon, Katie Groeneveld. Anna Houchin,
Sara Bomar, Megan Boden, Shanna
Hazard, Brandy Mailer, Lisa Schave.
Adrienne Dorsey, Lisa Shafer, Lindsay
Walker, Cherish Wilcox, Kelsey Bates,
Rebecca Changus, Noelle Miller. Debbie
Ross, Lori Miller, Paige Orton, Courtney
fohnson, Donna Roid, Angela Fritsch.
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Blue and Gold Heritage
and Homecoming Pride!
Let's Go Bruins!!
A week full of fun and Bruin spirit proved to be a memorable
time of George Fox tradition. Activities began Monday night with
the midnight breakfast and female Bruin brawl, and continued on
throughout the rest of the week of February 7th-13th. Students were
entertained by karaoke, a 5 O'Clock People with Ebb Tide concert in
Bauman, a broom hockey competition, and a guys 7 Bruin brawl. The
Powder Puff football game ended in a win for the underclassmen.
Ending the week were maxed-out basketball games against
Linfield in Miller Gymnasium. With the help of the "We're #1" blue
and yellow foam fingers sold by the ASC class reps, George Fox beat
our rivaling Wildcats by close margins: the men, 102-96, and women,
74-71. During halftime, a cheerleading squad created especially for
Homecoming performed an exciting number.
Also during halftime was the coronation ceremony, where
seniors Paul Brewer and Erin Hatch were crowned King and Queen.
Other members of the court included seniors Sharon Barnett, Julie
Schmidt, Caleb Harris, and Josh McPherson; juniors Austin Ashen-
brenner and Francis Kuntz; sophomores Heidi VanderStoep and Tim
Williams; and freshmen Jon Buhler and Christy Russo.
22 Activities
Left: Blue and gold pride was
waving all over the place when
fans decided to support their
basketball teams with the
"We're #1" foam fingers.
Below: Paul Brewer and Erin
Hatch are crowned Home-
coming King and Queen during
the Saturday evening halftime
show.
Left: Rachelle Staley, Ryan
Alvis, Melissa Mock, Brian
Durick, Neil Cantrall, and Jana
Swindler pump up the crowd at
the Homecoming assembly
Friday morning in Miller Gym.
Right: A special exhibition
squad of cheerleaders
performed for the homecoming
crowd. Front to back: Sharon
McKee, Dee Anderson, Jillian
Stillinger, Emily Hansen, Krista
Ohlde, Melissa Crawford, Amy
Chapman, Destiney Hixson,




Planned and led by ASC Retreats Coordinator Rachelle Staley
and her committee of five, the fall and spring retreats were times of
sincere repentance and open worship before God alongside record
numbers of fellow students.
At Camp Howard, east of Portland, over 200 students at Fall
Retreat met for passionate worship times and listened to speaker
Adam James, a college student who spoke on the truth of God's
Word. The heart changes set in motion by this retreat carried on into
the classroom in wonderful, unexpected ways upon the students'
return to campus.
More than 150 students met once again in the spring at Camp
Magruder on the Oregon Coast. When they weren't heading for a
visit to the Tillamook Cheese Factory or taking part in contact foot-
ball on the beach, they were engaged in times of worship. Speaker
Derry Long spoke on life in community and surrendering to the
higher calling of the Christian life.
Not only were students refreshed after a weekend away from
their worries at school, but they brought back with them a sense of
renewal in the Spirit that became contagious to the others on cam-
pus. Great and mighty things happened at the retreats!
24 Activities
Far left: Freshman Heather
Peterson lifts her voice and
her hands to enter into
worship at Spring Retreat.
Left: Trisha Byrd, Moriah
Kruis, and Sharia Hays
wholeheartedly join into a
praise session before
listening to speaker Derry
Long.
Right: Senior Beth Randall
leads out as a group of girls




The fourth annual Mr. Bruin pageant had 11 elected participants:
freshmen Jon Buhler and John Coburn; sophomores David Kilian, Ben
Lehman, and Forrest Towne; juniors Austin Ashenbrenner, Grant Christy,
and Will Varin; and seniors Caleb Harris, Nolan Long, and Robert
Mardock. This year's pageant benefited the Chehalem Youth and Family
Services, an organization that strives to help young people in the Newberg
area. The event was planned under the authority of director Sarah
Lawrence, a senior.
The contestants put months of preparation into the pageant. They
had to practice choreographed dance numbers, show off casual wear while
being escorted by children from the charity, and perform a dance number
with their chosen female escorts while displaying formal wear.
The talent segment of the pageant required the contestants to show
off a unique skill. Among these crowd-wowing talents were Towne7s
dynamic shirt-washing, Lehman's boisterous piano duet with his sister,
and Coburn' s rendition of Tom Petty' s "Free Falling."
Unique to this year's Mr. Bruin pageant was the parent/ son trivia
session. The contestants were asked questions, and their answers were
compared to the answers given previously by their parents. This part
proved to be a favorite with the audience.




alongside their chosen escorts.
From left, Sharon McKee,
Austin Ashenbrenner, Heather
Christy, Grant Christy, Tiffany
Smith, Caleb Harris, Rachel
Bellamy, and Robert Mardock.
Below: Senior Nolan Long and
his sister Natalie whip across
the stage.
Right: "Even Hitler had a
girlfriend — why can't I get
3ne?" moans nerdy Dave Kilian
is Jonathan Melot backs him up
Dn the guitar during the talent
zompetition.
Left: When his parents were
enable to accompany him to the
Dageant, Will Varin didn't
aanic. Instead, he invited Jack
from food service to make a
special appearance as his
"parent" for the evening.
Graduation
As the largest graduating class of George Fox left the University's
doors, the day brought laughter and tears. With no more tests, no more
finals, and no more 8 a.m. classes, there was a lot of time to celebrate the
big day that had finally arrived.
The festivities were highlighted by a banquet provided by the
Alumni Association, the Baccalaurate with Senior Nolan Long's father
giving the sermon, and receptions hosted by the departments of each
major. Finally came the undergraduate commencement ceremony. The
president of United Way of Fresno County, Richard A. Kriegbaum, Ph.D.,
spoke to the graduates about "Leading Together" as they made their way
out into the world.
The class of 2000 had many memories to take with them as they left
this campus. We said goodbye to athletes, musicians, actors and friends,
but we will never say goodbye to their spirit, their craziness, and their love
for God through all they did.
Congratulations, graduates!
Activities
Left: The intellectual rigors
of an undergraduate
education haven't totally
robbed these graduates of
their sense of humor, as
indicated by this
mischievous addition to the
dignified ceremony.
Below: "I can't believe this
is really it." Chantelle Dalke
stares in contentment at the
end result of four years of
her hard work.
Left: After receiving their
diplomas, Jonathan Riker,
fenny Riddle, Jon Rickey,
Irene Rice and others wait in
feverish anticipation to greet
friends and loved ones.
Right: Sharon Barnett and
Jeb Barram participate in the
traditional changing of the
tassel. They will certainly
have many stories to tell
about this special evening.
(Right, Jeb?)
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Above: Marci Shires and
two "little bruins" pause
during their card game to
smile for the camera. Marci
was just one of over 75
volunteer mentors who
weekly set aside time for
this program.
Above: Members of the
Crescent staff share a joke as
the photographer vainly
tries to set them up for a
group shot. The unity of the
close-knit staff acted as a
catalyst for improvement of
the campus newspaper.
Below: "Would you like to
have your own show on
campus radio?" Leslie
Sesser helps out Bennet
Smith and Leila Cassel of
KFOX as they recruit new
members at the beginning of
the 1999-2000 school year.
Below: "Nice yellow glasse
dear." "Love the oran£
socks, sweetheart." Carr:
and Chris Breithaupt get i
the spirit as they show up i
a Sigma Zeta gatherin




Below: "Coming to you live
during our 48-hour mara-
thon, this is the non-stop
music of KFOX..." Station
manager Chris Peterson
turns up the dial for his
listeners.
bove: These four may look
1 business, but they had
»ts of fun, too. Members of
te George Fox Business
lub: Traci Hanson, club
resident Jason Kelleghan,
lise Campbell, and Leslie
?sser.
Below: "Come taste this
authentic Mexican food!"
Jose Plascentia and Lynette
Garcia run a table and
answer questions at the









there is another set of
interests and hobbies
to be represented.
Whether it be an
academic honor
society or a volun-
teer service program,
the various clubs are
offered to cater to
every student pos-
sible — because we












fans and other people
to the basketball games
here at Fox. The Hosts
took tickets, stuffed
and handed out pro-
grams, and welcomed
people at the door with
a friendly greeting and
a smile. This dedi-
cated group of stu-
dents helped bring a
sense of community to
the competitions.
Above: Melissa McKenzie, Julia
Payseno, Brook Payton and
Kristiane Sorestad represent the
hospitality of the Bruin Hosts.
(Not pictured: Laura Mansfield,
David Malcolm, Rachellie
George, Sienna Hester, Renee
Hanson, Lindsay Walker, Nick
Ryland, Matt Gerber.)
Below: Pep Band members
included Ron Gulley, Katie
Groeneveld, Lisa Shelley,
Cherish Wilcox, Eryn McKee,
Beth DuPriest, Tim Smith, Josh
Dillow, Nathan Shielee, Seth







"striving not to offend"
made up this year's
pep band. Playing
popular "pep" tunes
such as "Louie, Louie'
during home basketbc
games, the band
brought the crowd to
its feet in excitement










This year was one
f building from the
round up for our
adio station. Broad-
asting 24 hours a day,
even days a week for
ne first time ever,
TOX radio traveled
cross the airwaves on







Ring by Spring." Live
•roadcasts of women's
nd men's basketball
;ames were added to
he program lineup in




Above: The dedicated work of
the Board of Directors (Shanna
Clinton, Promotions Director;
Leila Cassel, Music Director;
Greg Lutze, News Editor;
Bennet Smith, Program
Director; and Chris Peterson,
Station Manager) sent KFOX
across the airwaves to the GFU
campus and the community of
Newberg.
Darkroom
Below: ASC darkroom staff
members Jonathan Morell,










worked hard all year
capturing the activities
and memorable
moments of the year
for students to enjoy in













previous editing staff left
the yearbook — having
completed nothing after
the first semester — a new
group of editors stepped
up to the challenge. With
the help of a hard
working staff, the task of
recording an entire
school year was
completed in half the
usual time. The L'Ami
staff worked alongside
the darkroom and
Crescent staffs to compile
stats, memories, and
pictures of the year's
events that would create
a quality finished
product. Deadlines were
even more rushed than
usual, but by the end of
their work, the overview
of 1999-2000 at George
Fox University was a
worthy effort.
Above: The L'Ami staff. Copy
Editor Marisa Merritt, Lisa
Roberts, Heather Dunham,
Photo Editor Stina Larson,
Administrative Editor Amy
Chapman, Communications
Director Leslie Sesser, Layout
Editor Jessica Smart.
Below: The Crescent staff on
retreat at the Oregon coast. Left
to right: Jon Roberts, Sarah
Dorsey, Jessica Howard,
Nathan Goff, Erin Shank,
Serena Brumund, Bett
Heckinger.




steadily becoming a toj
quality periodical,
reporting campus new?
and providing a forum
for student opinions.
Under the leadership o
senior Jonathan Robert
The Crescent staff made
some changes to impro
the professionalism of i
paper. It was printed o
a higher quality of papi
the layout was modifie
and more color was use
including a full-color
April Fools' Day editio:
Two new editor positio
were also added this




making The Crescent a







t second year of artistic
idventures. The group,
vhich is open to every-
>ne who appreciates
Irama, music, and the
visual arts, attended a
heatrical production of
rhe Bus Stop in Portland
md spent an evening at
he Oregon Symphony.
As club president
vlicah Moss described it,
he group "got back to
>asics" with a spirited
evening of finger paint-
ng at the Foxhole. They
dso continued to explore
he meaning of "art" with
such hands-on activities
is origami and henna
emporary tattoos.
Above: Those are some great
paper swans! Can you show us
how to do that? Chelsea
Dauber, Micah Moss, Lauren
Barnhart, Ray Griffith, Carolina
Gervais, Tim Lafolette, Brandon
Buerkle, Melany Eslinger, and
Darin Bergen show off their
origami creations after another
enlightening Art Club gathering
in the SUB basement.
Below, back to front: Rachael
Huang, Mabel Cheung, Maggie
Lee, Alexandr Vavilin, Tiffany
Chen, Hideki Kobayashi, Benja-
min Vavilin, Mirsade Bejiqi,
Bett Heckinger, Joseph Pia, Alex
Pia with kids, Irene Huang,
Mentor Visoka, Latif Latifi,
Debby Kuang, and Blerim Beri-
sha celebrate their differences at
the Flying M Ranch.
International
Club
The goals for this
year's International Club
were two-fold: to offer
opportunites for interna-
tional students at Fox to
interact with each other
and with American




participated in a variety
of events, including a trip
to the Tulip Festival and
the Oktoberfest in Mt.
Angel, Oregon. Each
semester, an American
family hosted a dinner
for the students. They
also had a chance to learn
about those cultures
represented as they






program is an outreach of
the ASC Christian
Services. The program
matches up George Fox
students with kids in
elementary or middle
schools in the area. In
addition to meeting with
their Little Bruin each
week, Big Bruins were
able to invite these kids
to special events or
basketball games at the
college for a little extra
fun! Through spending
time building relation-
ships and interacting on
a one-to-one basis, over
75 volunteer mentors
were a positive influence
in the lives of children
with special needs.
Above: Sophomore Danna
Magnuson and her Little
Bruin, Kristy, are working
hard to win the coloring
contest at the Easter Egg
Hunt. This program let us
make an investment in the
young of our community.
Below: The Urban Services










best known for the exci
ting Friday nights spen
in downtown Portland
with the homeless or or
prayer walk. Students
who chose to hang out
with the homeless mad
themselves available to
talk to the people and
serve them food. Stu-
dents on the prayer wal
traversed downtown
Portland, praying at the
key points of the city.
These GFU volunteers
experienced life-chang-
ing moments as they
made themselves williri








)gether to do what
ley love to do - dance,




d a Backstreet Boys
ong during halftime
f the first game, and
le other to a swing
me during the home-
oming game. "The
est part of the whole
ling is performing,"
laims member Kris-










Gilroy, Sara Rogers, Roslyn
Barnfield, and Robin Root
strike a pose for the home
crowd at the end of an
energetic number.
Below: These speech
masters really know how to
work the words! From left
to right, Forensics team
members Matt Brown, Beth
Plater, Jeff Kirksey, Danna
Magnuson, advisor Clella













and Linfield College as
well as several other
places during the year.
They also have the
opportunity to judge at
middle school and high
school competitions. This
year, junior Beth Plater
and sophomore Jeff
Kirksey even had the
opportunity to compete







play an important role in
leading their respective
classes at GFU. One of
their main duties is to
plan two class activities
each semester. This year,
these included a theatre
game night for the
seniors, a Pictionary
night for the juniors, an
all-nighter in Wheeler for
the sophomores, and a
game night for the fresh-
men. Another hefty
responsibility of the class
reps is to plan Home-
coming week: each pair
takes charge over one
day.
These eight students
have worked hard to
make this year's road
one that is enjoyable for
their fellow classmates!
Above: "Huddle up!"ASC Vice-
President Will Varin circles up
the class reps, whom he
oversees. Clockwise from
bottom: seniors Rachelle Staley
and Tim Buechsel, sophomores
Brandy Mailer and Dave Kilian,
junior Joani Kroon, freshman
John Coburn, junior Katie
Horning, and freshman Sondra
Klym.
Below: The wisest of the wise
put their talents toward serving
their peers. The members of the
ASC Supreme Court tirelessly
researched and ruled on several
decisions that affected the rest
of the student body. From left to
right, Chief Justice Aaron Dahl,
justices J.J. Avery, Rich Brown,





the branch of student
leadership which handl
all questions of constitu
tionality within the
central ASC. The Su-
preme Court is also
responsible for running
all elections on campus.
Aside from this, the
identify student concen
and interests, look into
how changes can be
made, and create propo





proposals this year to












:ampus. ELITE 2000, led
?y student director Amy
Chapman, sought to
"each Northwest college
zampuses with the theme
'Navigating Vision." The












'opes course, and a wide
variety of workshop
speakers.
Above: The ELITE planning
committee, (back row, from left)
Ryan Dougherty, Sarah Mills,
Faith Curammeng, Angela
Dierickx, Amy Chapman, and
Nate Van Yperen. (front row,
from left) Advisor Scott Wade,
Use Friberg, Heather Frazier,
Janell Hampton, and Andrew
Scott.
Below: Like The Real World, but
more friendly! The members of
the Service-Leadership House,
the first theme house on
George Fox's campus, (back
row) Amy Chapman, Janelle
Davis, and Aaron Dahl. (front
row) Matt Henshaw, Angela







Life this year. Service and
leadership were
combined to create a
group that focused on
serving the George Fox
community. By doing
various weekly service
projects such as cleaning
the dining hall and
taking out garbage for
the houses, the seven
members learned the "ins
and outs" of living in a
theme house. Organized
by Sharra Durham, the
Dean of Students, this
program will continue to
make a positive
impression to the GFU








the Outdoor Club has
begun to broaden its
horizons to offer more
varied sporting oppor-
tunities. The club now
boasts several






club also assists in the
maintenance of the
indoor rock climbing
wall located in GFU's
Wheeler Sports Center.
One highlight for the
club this year was their
weekend backpacking
trip in Sisters.
Above: Outdoor Club members
Josh Livingston, Adrian
McPherson, leaders Lisa Shafer
and Ryan Backman, Jordan
Sonerholm, and Jared Meidal
on one of their many adven-
tures in the great outdoors. (Not
pictured: Max Bebb, Kate Bode,
Matt Littles, Ronnie Issackson,
Beau Jacoby Scott Hartley, Ben
Young, David Mickelson.)
Below: Professor Clark
Campbell and senior Joyce
White hobnob at a Psychology
Club barbeque held at the
professor's home to start off




Andrews, Kelly Boeve, and
Tim Jones.
The Psychology
Club is a club for the
psych majors and
minors. PSI CHI is the
honor society for
psychology majors.
One of the goals of th*
group is to better get t
know fellow class-
mates in the Psycho-
logy major. They did





raise money for vari-
ous projects, like
selling Entertainment
books for the North-
west Medical Teams.
They also raised
money to send their







nd other science majors
riade up Sigma Zeta, a
;roup of 12-15 people,
2d this year by president
Cirsten Kessler. Members
net once a month for
imes of social interaction
vith others within their
riajor — a Star Wars
novie marathon, for
xample. They once
pent a very relaxed "Big
Question Night" at prof-
ssor Dwight Kimberly's
Lome, freely dissecting
ds perspective on such
opics as bioethics. The
lub hosted the Oregon
Academy of Sciences
esearch symposium this
rear and also focused
heir efforts on commu-
rity service, leading
ours of EHS for visiting
middle schoolers.
Above: Sigma Zeta at a club
get-together. From back, left:
Elissa Bell, Johannah Hart-
ley, Bethany Kim, Wendy
Noyes, adjunct Jessamyn
VanHook, Sarah Onstott,
Sarah DeGroot, Carley Egel-




was present for the Alphi
Chi induction this spring.
He appears here with the
new 2000 inductees as well
as the officers from this





Alpha Chi is an




highest 10% of their
class. The George Fox
chapter was led by
advisor Chris Koch
and by club president
Nick Willis. Members
would travel to area
conferences to present
academic material
related to their parti-
cular course of study
The prowess of our top
students surely contr-
ibuted to the univer-
sity's highest academic







Beebe) was led by a
new face this year.
Rob Simpson, along
with his wife Cami









during the year, but
tie-dying was hands-
down the biggest hit!
Above: The PWCB staff, (back)
Rob Simpson, Eric Costa, Dan
St. Germain, Mike Hampton,
Christina Davis, Ron Davis,
(middle) Cami Simpson, Carrie
Johnson, Tiffany Kehler. (front)
Alec Simpson, Kristin Camp-
bell, Kendra Dickinson, Nate
Greeenland, Jonathan Morell.
Below: The EDU staff, (back)
Frances Kuntz, Max Bebb,
Brian Durick, Matt Sievers.
(middle) James Kramer, Kim
Peterson, Andrew Garrett, Kara
Collatt, Courtney Johnson,
Shanna Hazard, (front) Cynthia
Becker, Heather Meeks,




came together as on





this staff solo for the
first semester and
was then joined in
January by his new
wife, Heather. EDU
was a staff that love
nothing better than
to serve each of thei
residents daily. The
greatest memory of






A staff of three
guys and seven girls






Fox this year, Cara






known for their wide
range of theme
parties in the newly
remodeled Sutton
Lobby.
Above: The HMS staff, (back
row) Cara Copeland, Nathaniel
Colvin, Jacob Kuntz, and Annie
Rilette. (front row) Jenn
Nordberg, Tim Williams,
Cherish Wilcox, Darbi Ytreeide,
Marci Shires, Rachel DeYoung,
and Angela Cornelius.
Below: The HM/AM staff,
(back) Bryan Thompson, Dave
Rasmussen, Nate Moody, Nico-
la Murphy, Sarah Bisenius,
Aron Depew. (middle) Toby
Scott, Angie Powell, Melanie
Young, Lori Miller, Kareena
Combs, Erin Stelzenmueller,
Ryan Dougherty, Zach Capell,
Kim Stave, (front) Krissy Han-
son, Carley Egelston, Olivia




nineteen was led by
the only familar AC
face on campus, Kim
(Cliffe) Stave. The
large staff was a new
mix of apartment
and house managers.




and left a positive
impression on the
whole campus when






With the mission of "inspiring the hope and
giftedness in others through Christ's example/7 this year's
Central Committee served as a voice for the students of
GFU. Members of the committee oversaw all departments
of the Associated Student Community including the
Foxhole, ELITE, class representatives, clubs, ASC
Communications, the Supreme Court, ASC Activities, and
on- and off-campus ministries. A special project ASC took
on this year was renovating the SUB basement and turning
it into a recreation center for students.
"Being on Central Committee has been comparable
to training for a marathon," said Secretary Carrie Russo.
"It's tough and it's hard. It's a lot of work. It's intense, but
when you take a step back from it, you realize how much
you've learned and grown."
Vice President Will Varin and
President Ryan Dougherty enjoying
themselves at the Holiday Hoedown.
(From left to right) Aaron
Dahl, advisor Scott Wade,
trip leader Ron Hampton,




Russo and Leslie Sesser set














tions Director Leslie Sesser,
Christian Services Director
Krissy Hanson, President
Ryan Dougherty, and Vice-
President Will Varin.
Josh McPherson, Nick Willis, Will
Varin, Aaron Dahl and Ryan
Dougherty say "So Long, Farewell" at
the end of their elected terms.
Nick Willis, Carrie Russo, and Josh McPherson
take a break from business at a Central
Committee meeting.
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Above, left: Vocal wonder
Kelsey Kaopuiki breathes life
and radiance into her broken-
hearted character from the
musical Miss Saigon at Night of
Broadway. She mourns the loss
of her absent lover and pleads
with him, wherever he is, to
return.
Above, right: Dressed as
English countryfolk, Heather
Lilley, Jeremy Fuller and Dan
Willis join the rest of the cast in
joyful song during the
November performance of
Scrooge: The Musical. The
costumes lent extra dramatic
effect to the production.
Below, left: The voices of the
concert choir members blend to
form the rich tones of "Battle
Hymn of the Republic". Robed
seniors are interspersed with
underclassmen as they perform
the well-known song for a
maxed-out Miller Gymnasium
at the graduation ceremony.
Below, right: Unusually cla
senior James Kramer takes h
place among his cohorts as the
contest other groups durir
Theatre Games. This event pi
groups of four against eac
other before their peers as the
war to see who is best at the a
of improvisatioi
46 Fine Arts Divider
Below: Sun-Through-Water
(Katie Wacker) fishes her
beloved Prince Sea-Farer (Dan
Willis) from the ocean in the
theatre department's produc-
tion of "The Little Mermaid".
tbove: "Just look at what
ney're eating for dinner ... and
ley call themselves Chris-
lans!" Senior Tonya Lynne
Vildhaber, junior Melissa
lock, and junior Erin Stel-
enmueller are as nosey as
eighbors can be in this skit
uring Players' chapel.
Below: Sophomore Stephanie
Shankland belts out a zesty
playful version of "Spanish
Rose" from the musical Bye
Bye Birdie during Night of
Broadway. She designed the
choreography for this and
several other numbers at the
event.
An uncanny number
of George Fox students
unveiled some kind of
artistic talent. Several
venues awaited those
who would try their
hand at the collegiate
arts: vocal ensembles,
drama performances,
art shows, and more.
These artisans, thes-
pians, and vocalists
not only honed their
own skills and gained
new experiences, but
also entertained and
amazed the rest of us




Above: Clarinet players Eliza-
beth DuPriest and Nicole Sasaki
use intense concentration to
harmonize perfectly with the
surrounding instruments
during the Spring Concert.
Below: Freshmen Sarah Sparks
and Trina Christiansen sound
their parts in a Handbell Choir
performance. The ensemble is
directed by Dave Howard.
Above: Dennis Hagen leads the
concert band in its performance
for the annual MasterPeace
Christmas celebration, creating
a reverberating swell in
Bauman Auditorium.
Below: Percussion quartet Seth
Tippin, Jeff Potter, Adrian
McPherson, and Nathaniel
Colvin impressed audiences
with their skill and their "off-
the-wall" antics on the drums.
Right: Ryan Blanchard, Anj;
Powell, Joshua Dillow, B
Baarspul, Lisa Roberts, m
Michael Hampton accompa:
the choir in a majestic bn




This year was a big one for the George Fox Concert Band. After a month-long trip to China
ist May, the band returned to school in the fall with high expectations for the year. In the first
Dncerts of the year, the Pop's concert and MasterPeace, the band had a spectacular showing. Their
dents and emotion poured out of their music. In the spring, the band went on a week-long tour to
California. The week included several concerts, a little sight-seeing, and even a short trip to
)isneyland!
The band ended the year with a bang at the Spring Concert as they said farewell to band
irector Dennis Hagen. A shower of confetti and a magnificent performance was the perfect
2tirement present for Dr. Hagen, whose contribution to the music program at Fox over the years has
een very significant.
The handbell choir, led by Dave Howard, was a unique ministry that introduced a different
ind of music to the special holiday performances. These instuments incorporated a traditional
Dund into the music enjoyed by George Fox audiences.
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Above: A bird's eye view of the
vocalists at work. With over
seventy dedicated individuals
in this one ensemble, several
years worth of musical training
and expertise are represented
here.
Below, left: Concert choir
members were taught to "strive
for excellence. Good is never




Below, right: Choir director
Derric Johnson brings on a
chuckle as he questions senior
and student conductor Wendy
Clark about what great things
she's learned from four years in
Fox's music program.
Right: Freshman Jon Bui
leads his fellow choir memt
in a concert performanci
"Battle Hymn of the Republ





"Loud is not thrilling ... thrilling is thrilling!" This statement is just one of the many
lings that choir director Derric Johnson taught the George Fox University Concert Choir this
ear. In its usual tradition of excellence, the choir continued to make beautiful music and, at the
ame time, bring praise and glory to God.
One of the highlights of the year, as always, was the MasterPeace service. The choir led
le congregation in Christmas carols, and then sang a few of their own songs. They put on
Bveral other noteworthy performances over the course of the year, including an Easter
erformance at Elsinore Theater and an appearance at the Naval Museum in Portland where
ley sang to commemorate its 100th anniversary. Each and every vocal performance provided
n opportunity for this talented group to glorify God while positively representing the
niversity.
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Above: Leah Weare rocks the
room with a strong, soprano
solo. DaySpring is known for
the talent of its members and
for their ability to blend with
perfect pitch.
Above: Trevor, Thomas and
Matt stir up the stage with an 'a
cappella' harmony that fills the
room and gives most listeners
reason to remember DaySpring
for a long time afterward.
Below: Down time is never
really "down" time. Here,
George Fox's top eight vocalists
run a sound check at a church,
one of their many stops during
their month-long May tour.
Right: The member
DaySpring, along with tl
trusty audio /video guy, Gr
Christy. From top left: No]
Sharon, Wendy, Leah, Trei




George Fox's very own eight-part singing ensemble, led by Derric Johnson, has established
self as a mix of Fox public relations and ministry through song. This year's members included
roup veterans Wendy Clark, Matt Magee, Bethany Wheatcraft, Thomas Payne, and Leah Weare,
long with newcomers Sharon McKee, Nolan Long, and Trevor Hurley.
The vocal group has become one of the university's most recognized entities, representing the
ox community values through such venues as the Presidential Legacy Campaign. This year, they
erformed with the jazz band and made their trademark appearance as the Dickens carolers at the
lasterPeace Christmas performance. The ensemble toured around the Northwest for the entire
lonth of May, traveling as far as Wyoming and California. The highlight of this tour? Singing at
ocus on the Family in Colorado Springs. Schools, churches, prisons, and retirement homes all
welcomed DaySpring as they shared their vocal talents and harmonized together in praise to the
ord.
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Above: Clowning around! From
top, Jacob Kuntz, Josh Houser,
Melissa Mock, and James
Kramer let their personalities
show why they were selected to
be in this touring drama group.
Below: And it's another group
of crazy kids! Andrew Fodge,
Erin Stelzenmueller, Tonya
Lynn Wildhaber, and Angela
Cornelius.
Above: Josh Houser, James
Kramer, Tonya Lynn Wildhaber,
Andrew Fodge, and Jacob
Kuntz act out their future
neurotic lives at Players Presents
in the Wood-Mar Auditorium.
Below: Jacob Kuntz and Josh
Houser portray two little boys
pretending to be hard-core
bikers in a hilarious skit during
Players Presents.
Right: With weekly rehearsals
and performances nearly evei
weekend, the University
Players are blessed with plent
of opportunities to build into






The Players this year continued their tradition of sharing the Gospel message through
mtertaining and thought-provoking skits. Many of the humorous and often challenging sketches are
written and adapted by the Players and their advisor, Mel Schroeder. The comical vignettes poke fun
tt human foibles and everyday hypocrisy within the church, while at the same time, pointing toward
jod's grace. 1
The team kept a rigorous schedule this year, perfoming at Bruin Preview Days, chapel, and
'arents' Weekend. They also performed at both Christian and secular grade schools, churches, and
iven a prison. In addition, they played to a full house at Players Presents, a yearly performance of the
eam's skits and musical interpretations that is open to the campus and the public. The Players
dsited the maximum-security prison in Sheridan on two occasions this year. They encouraged the
nmates with the news of God's love, and were richly blessed in return by the joy the men displayed
n. their own relationships with Christ. The Players also went on a 10 day tour to Southern California
luring spring break where they ministered at churches and homeless shelters. After her first year as
i Player, junior Melissa Mock reflected on how rewarding it has been to perform for receptive
Ludiences: "There are so many people who are hungry for God." Whether performing for grade
chool children or convicts, the University Players impacted lives with their heartfelt message of
jod's redeeming grace.
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Above: Singing the duet "I Still
Believe" from Miss Saigon, Hay-
ley Cummings (pictured) and
Kelsey Kaopuiki put on a tear-
jerking performance.
Below: Krishna Hargie provides
a dancing accompaniment to
Nathan Dunkin singing "The
Music of the Night" from The
Phantom of the Opera.
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Above: "Let's Have Lunch,"
beg Sara Radley Gillian Gould,
and Jillian Stillinger during a
number from the musical Sunset
Boulevard.
Below: The cast members from
Rent bring vibrance and energy
to the stage. "Cast and crew
members sacrificed long and
hard hours to perfect the
talented show."
Right: The entire NOB cast
huddles around "Pride Rock"
during intermission for a few
quick pictures. Audience
members raved they had




Night of Broadway was a student-led, student-directed production and collection of
some of the favorite songs from the greatest musicals ever created. This third annual Night
3f Broadway provided entertainment and enjoyment for students and community members
alike. The proceeds for this year's show went to Mercy Corps International, a relief corpora-
ion geared toward providing assistance to people and countries in crisis. Cast members
ncluded: Ben Baarspul, Ryan Blanchard, Kristen Buhler, Angie Burns, Elise Campbell,
Wendy Clark, Hayley Cummings, Nathan Dunkin, Jeremy Fuller, Gillian Gould, Matt
3ustafson, Annie Haglund, Kristina Hargie, Geoff Haug, Trevor Hurley, Kelsey Kaopuiki,
Bethany Kim, Lyndsay Kirkman, Jeff Kirksey, Tim Lafolette, Heather Lilley, Nolan Long,
Mary Martin, Sharon McKee, Ben McReynolds, Nathan Parkes, Sarah Radley, Jon Roberts,
Lisa Roberts, Sara Rogers, Stephanie Shankland, Selena Snider, Jillian Stillinger, Jana
Swindler, Adam Sweeney, Ruth Ulmer, Ben Weinert, Bethany Wheatcraft and Dan Willis.





Bob Cratchit: Reed Fergus
Kathy Cratchit: Karley
Molzahn
Tiny Tim: Kelly Cook
Mrs. Cratchit Angel Goss
Martha Cratchit and Jen:
Peter Cratchit and Urchin:
Alessandro Pia
Belinda Cratchit: Rachel Cox
Bess: Sharlee Blackwell
Wine Merchant: Tim Lafolette
Mrs. Pringle: Joyce White
Jocelyn Jollygoode: Lyndsay
Kirkman
Hugo Hearty and Phantom:
Ben McReynolds
Bissett: Dan Willis
Mrs. Dilber. Jillian Stillinger
Miss Dilber. Rebecca Nibbler
Tom Jenkins: Ben Weinert
Jacob Marley and Ghost of
Christmas Present: Nick
Willis
Ghost of Christmas Past:
Sarah Radley
Punch & Judy Man, Fezziwig,
Ghost of Christmas Yet-to-
come, and Quartet. Nate
Parkes
Mrs. Fezziwig: Kristen Buhler
Isabel: Kendra Faith Charles




Young Scrooge and Quartet.
Jeremy Fuller
Young Ebby and Urchin:
Marcus Varner




Dick Wilkins and Topper.
Cory Morgan
Mary & Phantom: Ruth Ulmer
Beggar Woman: Kristi
Russell
Mrs. Carstairs: Melinda Dixon
Miss Carstairs: Cristal Dixon
Urchins: Noah Buck, Tim
Engle, Tim Nibbler










Above: "Sing a song of gladnes
and cheer!" The cast of Scrooge
joins together in the town
square to sing of Christmas, a
time of love, joy, and peace on
Earth.
Below: Tom Jenkins, played by
Ben Weinert, wishes Scrooge a
merry Christmas with a cup of
hot broth, as Scrooge
demonstrates his "Christmas
spirit" with a sour expression.
Right: "Bah Humbug!!"
Ebenezer Scrooge stresses to hi
nephew the importance of




Christmas came to George Fox early this year with the November opening of
"Scrooge: The Musical." Based on Dickens' classic A Christmas Carol, the musical version of
this story features several original songs by Leslie Bricusse, including "I Hate People,"
'Happiness," "December the 25th," and "Thank You Very Much." Guest director Sandy
3haner was given the task of taking a 39-person cast, including 15 children, and trans-
forming them into London townsfolk.
Shaner's efforts were a complete success! Everything from the period costumes to the
:obblestone streets helped to transport the audience back in time to 19th-century London.
Andy Copeland, in his George Fox theatre debut, was absolutely believable in the role of
Scrooge. Other notable performances included Nick Willis as both Marley and the Ghost of
Christmas Present, Ben Weinert as Tom Jenkins, and Sarah Radley, in her musical theatre
debut as the Ghost of Christmas Past. The exceptional cast and the universal message of
"Scrooge" touched the audience, and everyone left the theatre in the Christmas spirit!
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Above: Having met only hours
before, Miranda and Ferdinand
gaze adoringly at each other
during their betrothal celebra-
tion that Prospero and the
spirits throw for them.
Above: Alonso expresses
concern for his son Ferdinand,
while Francisco tries to reassure
him that they will find the
young man alive and well on
the island.
Below: Ariel, played by Katie
Eck-strom, Callie Jo Pfeifer, and
Halle Showalter, summons the
spirit Iris, played by Erin New-
berry, to perform a dance to
celebrate the lovers' betrothal.
Right: The terrified band of
mariners are tossed about by
Prospero' s storm, moments
before shipwrecking. The play'
drama was evenly tempered b}
































What do you get when you add a shipwreck, an enchanted island, mischievous nymphs, and
a brillant cast and crew of George Fox students? A dazzling production of Shakespeare's The
Tempestl Directed by Joshua Fuhrer, this fanciful play tells the story of Prospero, Prime Duke of
Milan, and his daughter Miranda, both banished to an isolated island by Prospero' s usurping
brother, Antonio. When Antonio sets sail with his ally, the King of Naples, Prospero uses his
supernatural powers and the aid of the cunning spirit Ariel to shipwreck his enemies on the island.
Through unique characters like the monstrous Caliban and the three-in-one spirit Ariel, the
play explores definitions of freedom and humanity. Intrigue and comedy are woven into this tale
that culminates in the wedding of the King's son, Ferdinand, and Miranda, finally uniting Milan and
Naples. The play concludes on a note of mercy when Prospero's revenge transforms into forgiveness
toward those who have wronged him.
Sophomore Margo Findley, who portrayed the comical jester, Trinculo, was thrilled to work
with "such a talented cast that got along so well." The cast had a unique opportunity to work with
professional Shakespearan actors in mastering the Elizabethan language of the play. Nathan Dunkin,
who played the villanous Antonio, found it "quite beautiful the way the poetry came to life throught
the acting." In addition to skillful acting, the colorful costumes, stunning special effects, and an


























Booby, the Gannet Tonya
Lynne Wildhaber
King Dune: Nate Schwartz
Queen Dell: Rebecca Bailey
Prince Sea-Farer. Dan Willis
Prince Falcon-Tamer. Nathan
Dunkin
King Crag: Nate Parkes































Director. Carrie Jo Vincent
Assistant Director. Sarah
Beth Miller
Above: Nathan Dunkin and Dan
Willis have their fun with scene-
stealer Tonya Lynne Wildhaber. Her
suberb acting abilities made her
"birdbrain" character come alive —
especially to the younger audiences.
Below: Stephanie Shankland's
portrayal of the vile sea witch ~
complete with ear-splitting screams
and cackles - provided the perfect
foil to the sugar-sweet innocence of
Katie Wacker's "little mermaid".
Right: The mermaid sisters sing
together at the lagoon before their
youngest ventures out alone.
Clockwise, from left: Katie Wacker,
Gillian Gould, Abbey Schmitt, Rut!




The month of April saw the opening of yet another George Fox theatrical success with the
Dpening of The Little Mermaid. The play, written by Rosemary Nursey-Bray, combines the best parts
}f Hans Christian Andersen's original story and the Disney film version of The Little Mermaid, giving
:his version of the story a happy ending. This play was written for the distinct purpose of
mtertaining children: everything from the blacklight fish scenes to the big feathery birds was created
so that children would enjoy the play. The cast of The Little Mermaid performed for several grade
school audiences before they even opened for the general public.
However, the play didn't just entertain children. Adult audiences appreciated The Little
Mermaid as well, with its witty humor, intense villain, and romantic love scenes. All of the
performers were very believable and helped to transform Wood-Mar Auditorium into an underwater
world. Especially notable performances included: Tonya Lynne Wildhaber as "Booby the Gannet";
Stephanie Shankland as "Janagga", the evil sea witch; and Katie Wacker as "Sun-Through-Water",
:he little mermaid. The magical effect that was created by the cast and crew of The Little Mermaid
:ouched the audience and was another job well done for the theatre department!
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Theatre Games
One of the most popular events on campus is always Theatre
Games. Not only is it a chance to spend quality time on the stairs in
EHS, but also to watch twelve of your friends do goofy things on the
stage in Wood-Mar for points. This year, three teams competed for
the title of Theatre Games Champions as dazzling emcees Melissa
Mock and James Kramer hosted the evening's events. The ultimate
winner was Friday Night Live, composed of Ryan Dougherty, Erin
Stelzenmueller, Nick Willis, and Andrew Fodge. Above: Theatre Garm
security experts John Mai
and Dave Kilian showca:
their martial arts talent prii
to the show. A planne
introduction skit followe
by three rounds of impro\
sation games tested tl
contestants' creativil
Left: Three musketeers See
McGeeney Darin Berge
and Dave Coyle draw the
"swords" — and draw a fe





talents during the tea
introduction skil
Left: Dressed as mime
Leroy Lee and Merili
Newell use improv





Ross Gallery, the building adjoining
auman Auditorium, showcased the talent
f GFU artists. Previously known as the
harles Lindgren Art Gallery — after the
>ng-time, unofficial "campus architect" ~
le gallery was renamed this spring. The
nnual juried student art show was held for
ox students, as well as a high school art
Dmpetition. From painting to sculpture,
hotography to pottery, the gallery exhibited
le way local artisans' hard work has paid
ff.
Left: Displayed at the high
school art exhibit, this work
was entitled "The Hope for
our Future".
Below: Media of all kinds
were represented at Ross
Gallery including these
pieces done by faculty
members.
Left: A student admires the
Faculty Art Exhibit, which
ran from January through
February and featured
artwork by Gary Buhler,
Sarah Hillman, Mark Terry,
and Doug Campbell.
Below: Many students,
faculty, and guest artists
held shows here. This
particular work was shown
in the high school exhibit.
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Above: Junior Emily Winans




Emily spent most of the
season playing the #4
singles slot for the Bruins.
Above: Could a team get more
loyal fan support? Ben Kroon,
Paul Brewer, and the rest of
their boisterous, tie-dyed crew
were, without fail, the
volleyball team's most energetic
fans.
Below: Seniors Micah
Routon and John Harshman
celebrate a goal for the Lady
Bruins. Soccer games were
among the most popular
spectator sports at George
Fox during the 1999-2000
school year.
Above, right: Pity the girls
on the other side of the net!
Sophomore Jen Westerberg,
senior Beth Davis (confer-
ence leader in blocks per
game), and freshman Shel-
ley Shultens wait intently
for the next serve.
Below: Senior cross coun
runner Bryan Thompe
motors along the Linc<
Park course, putting his
into every stride for Bri
blue and gold. The me
team ended up with a 2
place conference standi:
66 Sports Divider
Below: James Macy slashes
toward the basket and throws
up a running one-hander that
finds nothing but net.
>ove: Thanks to the work of
;se fast-talking sportscasters,
•OX listeners were able to
ar their Bruin bailers hoop it
via live broadcast. Seniors
ke DahL Jon Rickey, and
idrew Fodge work the mikes
d give the play-by-play.
Below: Sophomore Tori Taylor
dribbles up the field while
holding off her Concordia
defender. Versatile Taylor made
the switch from a top cross
country runner last year to
become a scoring leader on the
1999 soccer team.
With thirteen
varsity teams - not to
mention the intra-
mural opportunities -
athletics are one of the
most significant facets





ness on the field, court





they battle for the win.
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Men's Gross Country
It was a most unusual year for veteran coach Wes Cook and his George
Fox cross country teams. For the first time since his initial year with the program
in 1986, the Bruins did not have anyone qualify for the national championships.
The Bruins' best bet to make it this year, men's senior Brandon Workman, became
ill a few days before the regional meet and was not at full strength on the day of
the run, finishing out of the chase for a berth at nationals.
Workman finished well enough, though, to earn NCAA Division III All-West
Regional honors, as did sophomore surprise Steve Willmer, who came on strong
enough at the end of the season to pass up his upperclassman teammate. Both
also earned All-Northwest Conference honors as the Bruins ran a strong second to
conference champion Puget Sound. Freshman James Eubank finished one slot
out of both All-Conference and All-Region honors.
During the regular season, Workman captured the Bear Fete Invitational -
GFU's home meet at Champoeg State Park -- and the Willamette Open, earning
NWC Athlete of the Week honors both times.
Left: The 1999 GFU men's en
country team. Scott Oswald,
Silas Towne, Bryan Thompsc
Phil Jess, Jackson Esselman,
Brandon Workman, Matthev
Gerber, Steve Willmer, John
Mantalas, Michael Owen,
Nathan Paisley, Forrest Towi
Nicholas Ryland, James
Eubank. (Not pictured: Kevii
Ball.)
Right: The Bruins' best chast
each other along their home
course at Champoeg Park.
Senior Brandon Workman le
while Senior John Mantalas
Sophomore Steve Willmer




Left: It was the underclassman fire-
power that pushed the Bruins up in the
standings this season. Here, freshmen
Michael Owen and James Eubank and
sophomore Jackson Esselman work in a




Lewis & Clark Inv. 2nd of 9
Bear Fete Inv. 2nd of 2
Sundodger Inv. 12th of 13
Willamette Inv. 13th of 29
PLU Inv. 10th of 19
Willamette Inv. 2nd of 5
NWC Championships
2nd of 9
NCAA Div. Ill Western Reg.
8th of 15
SEASON BESTS (8k)
Ball: 28:24.8 Paisley: 30:11.4
Esselman: 27:43.5 Ryland: 30:07.1
Eubank: 26:52.8 Thompson: 27:05.4
Gerber: 39:38.2 F. Towne: 28:37.7
Jess: 30:00.9 S. Towne: 28:41 .3
Mantalas: 26:16.3 Willmer: 25:19.9
Owen: 27:29.9 Workman: 24:59.7
Oswald: 27:16.9
Above: Sophomore Forrest
Towne focuses with grit and
determination on the final mile




Despite a promising start, women's cross country took a downturn
from last year's national berth to end up 5th in conference standing and
12th in the Western Region. The team was hampered at mid-season by the
loss of its top runner, junior Marisa Merritt, to a stress fracture in her right
foot, but the other Bruins showed continued improvement as the season
progressed.
Junior Jamie McElwain picked up the slack to fill the number one
slot and improved her PR by leaps and bounds. Freshman 800-meter
specialist Mimi Van Hooser was a surprise at the longer distance and
ended up receiving the "Rookie of the Year" award at season's end. Senior
Kasey Burk won "Most Improved", having bettered her 5k time by several
minutes.
Though the 1999 season was not as successful as in past years, the
women's team loses only three seniors and will have added maturity and
experience heading into their next season. An unusually close camaraderie
promises to aid them as well.
Left: The 1999 GFU women's
cross country team. Back 1-r:
Jamie McElwain, Marisa
Merritt, Rosie Ofstie, Shannoi
St. Lawrence, Mimi VanHoosi
Melissa McKenzie, Paige Ortc
Katherine Burley, Kasey Burk
Front 1-r: Laurel Starr, Shannc
Larson, Amy Weybright, Elan
Lilagan, Heidi Coley, Rebecca
Rising, Kirsten Norgaard.
Right: Junior Jamie McElwairi
leads the Bruin procession
throughout the course, as she
did for most of the 1999 seaso
She stepped up her pace and
her leadership over the coursi
of the season and was voted t
team's MVR
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Left: Following long-standing team
,
tradition, the women huddle together
for prayer and last-minute words of
encouragement before toeing the line




Lewis & Clark Inv. 6th of 8
Bear Fete Inv. 2nd of 2
Sundodger Inv. 6th of 1
1
Willamette Inv. 18th of 26
PLU Inv. 9th of 19
Willamette Inv. 4th of 4
NWC Championships
5th of 9




















Above: A regular top-five Bruin scorer,
sophomore Laurel Starr moves her way




The 1999 men's soccer season was not the sort to
which the Bruins have become accustomed. Their 7-12-0
record marked the end of a string of 13 straight winning
seasons and their first losing season in veteran coach
Manfred Tschan's 17-year career. The team entered the
season with only three returning starters and had no
seniors to provide much-needed experience and
leadership for a young squad.
Nevertheless, the team remained competitive,
dropping six of its games by only a single goal. Junior
midfielder Merrick Brownlee finished second in the
Northwest Conference in scoring with 29 points on a team-
high 11 goals and seven assists, and was named to Second
Team All-Conference.
Right: Merrick Brownlee, one
the team's most valuable
players, delivers yet another
fatal blow past a Warner Pacif
rival.
Left: The 1999 GFU men's socce
team. Front 1-r: Casey Bergh,
Jamie Johnson, Ryan Melvin,
Merrick Brownlee, Chad Baker,
John Putman, Todd Mason, Sarr
Osterud, Conley Bergh, Kris
Sorensen, Demetri Tsohantaridii
Middle 1-r: Assistant Coach Ian
Reschke, Assistant Coach Todd
Williams, Jeremy Johnstone,
Andrew Gumley Chris Shields,
Jesse Johnson, Neil Cantrall,
Adam Moore, Kevin Whitaker,
Ben Neuman, Coach Manfred
Tschan, Assistant Coach Scott
Diesenbaugh. Back 1-r: Scott
Greene, Jason Bradley, Nick
Chapman, Kyle Dixon, Ryan
Austin, Greg Lutze, Kyle
Langeliers, John Wilson, Kevin
Fleming, Bryan Erickson, Adam
Carlson, David Lloyd, Tim
Barrans.
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Left: John Wilson and Jamie Johnson
congratulate each other on yet another
extraordinary play by the Bruins. Even
though the season was rough, it did not
go without success.
OPPONENT W/L




















Above: Bryan Erickson maneuvers
around a competitor. One of the team's




This year marked a year of new beginnings for the women's
soccer team. The loss of four critical seniors made things uncertain
as to whether the team could uphold their winning record of the
past. Despite this obstacle, however, the coaching staff was
encouraged by their numbers. With 23 women, the Lady Bruins had
their biggest team in several years.
The team, coached by Byron Shenk and Tim Tsohantaridis,
came through with an overall record of 11-8-0 and 7-7-0 in
conference play. The girls put their heart and soul into each game
they played. They sweated, toiled, and practiced while the majority
of us were making plans for the weekend or for Thanksgiving break.
Our Lady Bruins performed at their peak, and the student body
recognizes their achievements this year as individuals and as a team.
Simply put, the ladies' soccer team had more than game this fall
semester.
Left: The 1999 GFU women's
soccer team. Front 1-r: Tori
Taylor, Karli Holub, Erin Simoi
Jen Overstreet, Sienna Hester,
Shanna Clinton, Anna Carlson,
Beth Liljenberg, Samara
Thornburg, Valerie Cole, Jessie
Smart. Back 1-r: Donna Gartori
Coach Byron Shenk, Becky
Long, Megan Diefenbaugh,
Rachel Denning, Kelly McCabe
Erin Oates, Ashleigh Hughes,
Cori Wulf, Noelle Miller,
Lindsay Woodward, Mindy
Venable, Annie Walsh, Coach
Tim Tsohantaridis.
Right: The opposition just can'1
keep up with Karli Holub! The
sophomore forward was namei
to First Team All-Conference
after finishing second in the
league scoring race with 30 tot;
points. Senior midfielder/
defender Megan Diefenbaugh,




This team's got the moves!
Seven of soccer's finest
congratulate each other on yet
another resounding win.
SCOREBOARD W/L




















Mark up another point for
underclassman talent.
Sophomore Noelle Miller was a
vital force on the Lady Bruins'
front line, giving her team three
goals in the first game alone!
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Volleyba
Despite posting one of the best seasons in George Fox
volleyball history, the 1999 season came to a disappointing close
when the Bruins failed to receive their deserved bid to the NCAA
Division III Tournament in their first year of NCAA eligibility.
There was still much to be proud of, however. The Bruins
finished with a 19-7 overall record and tied for second in the
Northwest Conference at 12-4, one game behind league champion
Pacific Lutheran. This marked the 13th straight winning season for
Bruin volleyball.
GFU players claimed numerous individual awards. Senior
outside hitter Sharon Barnett repeated as NWC Player of the Year,
led the conference in kills per game, and finished her four-year
career as the all-time Bruin leader in kills and digs. Senior middle
blocker Beth Davis led the conference in blocks per game, ranked
7th nationally, and received First Team All-Conference and GTE
Academic All-District VIII honors. Both Barnett and Davis were
named to the NCAA Division III All-West Region Team, while senior
middle blocker Wendy Clark made Second Team All-Conference.
Left: The 1999 GFU varsity
volleyball team. Back 1-r: Jen
Westerberg, Bree Stairs, Brandy
Mailer, Stacie Wilton, Wendy
Clark, Michelle Schultens,
Mindy Yost, Tristan Nicholas.
Front 1-r: Sarah Jertberg, Amy
Forbes, Lynette Domench,
Heidi Vander Stoep, Beth Davis
Sharon Barnett. (Not pictured:
Coach Steve Grant.)
Right: "Hey, can we hitch a rid(
to California?" The team won
three out of four games in an




Left: The score didn't matter: this team's
unity shone through after both good
plays and bad.
OPPONENT W/L
(Home games in bold)
CA - Santa Cruz W
St. Martin's W
Simon Fraser W






















Lewis & Clark w
Pacific Lutheran L
Above: Senior Beth Davis and junior
Amy Forbes leap sky-high to defend a
hit. Defense was key to their success:
in only one Bruin loss did the oppo-
sing team win in just three games.
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Men's Basketba
A 4-2 record to start the season had the Fox men's basketball team
hoping for big things, but a lack of size proved to be the Bruins' undoing
as they settled for a final record of 8-16. Bigger conference opponents
proved especially tough on the Bruins as they ended with a 4-12
conference mark and an eighth-place finish.
Nevertheless, there were quite a number of achievements the team
could point to with pride. Freshman forward Dan Weber earned NWC
"Player of the Week" honors with an auspicious debut the very first week
of the season. The Bruins as a team finished third in the nation in three-
point field goals per game. Several impressive wins rocked the court,
including a rare victory at Western Baptist and a stunning 102-96 upset of
defending conference champion and pre-season league favorite Linfield
before a Homecoming crowd of 2,100.
The biggest story of the season for the Bruins, however, was the
play of junior wing Jordan Green. In a small lineup that usually had to
rely on outside shooting, Green was the Bruins' leader on the perimeter,
firing in an average of 18.6 points a game, second in the conference. His
steals-per-game average of 3.62 led the conference, was seventh in the
nation, and set a new Fox record.
Above: Junior Aaron Milner
muscles up to the rim,
leaving the defense in his
wake.
Left: The 1999-2000 GFU
men's basketball team. Back
1-r: Assistant Coach Justin
Sherwood, Sean Under,
Nathan Green, Andrew
Coleman, Aaron Milner, Joe
Nichols, Zach Hollin, Coach
Mark Vernon. Front 1-r:
Ryan Cruz, Joe Gonzales,
Ben McGarry, James Macy,
Travis Melvin, Jordan
Green, Kenny Macy. (Not
pictured: Dan Weber.)
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Left: In one smooth movement,
freshman Dan Weber glides toward
the hoop to score two for the
Bruins.
OPPONENT W/L
(Home games in bold)
Northwest W (64-62)
Western Baptist L (76-78)
NW Christian W ot (82-72)
Pacific L (66-77
Puget Sound ill /a r ~~r r~ \W (85-75)
Western Baptist W (89-76)
Warner Pacific L (59-67)
Concordia (Ore.) L (71 -74)
Warner Pacific W (-78-74)
Linfield






Pacific Lutheran L (72-74)




NW Christian L (76-93)
Puget Sound L (77-88)
Pacific L (58-77)
Pacific Lutheran L (78-91)





Above: Junior Jordan Green looks
to put in another one for the home
crowd. He was named to First




A trip to the NCAA Division III Women's Basketball
Championships and a spot in the "Sweet 16" in their first year of
NCAA eligibility was the proverbial "frosting on the cake" for the
1999-2000 Lady Bruins, who put together a record-breaking season.
For openers, the Bruins tied a record for best start to a season when
they won their first four games. After going 7-2 in non-conference
play, the Bruins opened the NWC play with a loss at Linfield on
January 7th - and did not lose again until February 18th. The 11
game winning streak included two wins over nationally ranked
Pacific Lutheran.
The Bruins' final 23-5 record gave them new school records
for wins in a season and for best winning percentage. They were
second in the nation in three-pointers per game and set a new team
record for threes in a game with 16 at Lewis & Clark. Junior center
Katie Greller captured NWC "Player of the Year" honors while
leading the conference in scoring, and ranking second in field goal
percentage, third in rebounding, and fourth in free throw
percentage. Starting wing Nicole Prazeau and point guard Becky
Thompson, both sophomores, also received NWC accolades,
Prazeau making Second Team and Thompson Honorable Mention.
To top it all off, head coach Scott Rueck was named NWC "Coach of
the Year".
If
Above: Sophomore star Nicole
Prazeau squares up and fires o
a three-pointer.
Left: The 1999-2000 GFU
women's basketball team. Bad
1-r: Suzanne Santos, Tabitha
Greller, Emily Ruggles,
Michelle Schultens, Katie
Greller, Wendy Clark, Janelle
Steinmetz, Nicole Prazeau.
Front 1-r: Carly Page, Becky
Thompson, Jenny Freeman, Jill
Barram, Darcy Stocking,
Melissa Heuberger. (Not
pictured: Head Coach Scott
Rueck, Assistant Coach Mike
Warmanen, Assistant Coach
Kerry Rueck, Assistant Coach
Meagan Williams.)
Right: Although surrounded o
all sides, sophomore point
guard Becky Thompson canno
be stopped as she cruises in fo]
a lay-up.
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Left: NWC "Player of the Year"
Katie Greller puts up another shot
with poise and confidence. She was
a key force for the Bruins as their
"go-to" player in the key.
OPPONENT W/L
(Home games in bold)
Cal State-Hayward W (84-70)
Menlo W (83-61)
Western Baptist W (74-59)
Southern Oregon W (60-56)
Northwest College L (69-76)
Concordia (Ore.) W (82-78)
Cal State U-
Monterey Bay W (83-45)
Holy Names L (56-60)
Western Baptist W 77-64)
Linfield L (55-76)
Willamette W (67-64)
Pacific Lutheran W (57-54)
Lewis & Clark W (81-63)
WhitmanVVIllllllcill \A/ IRA AA\
Whitworth W (64-61)
Puget Sound W (58-47)
Pacific W (72-50)
Pacific Lutheran W (56-41)






Puget Sound W (64-47)
Linfield W (63-51)
Cal Lutheran W (71-63)
Above: Junior wing Tabitha Greller
protects the ball as she searches the
floor for an open teammate.
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Baseba
The 2000 baseball season will have to go down as one of the
best in team history, with the Bruins' first appearance in the NCAA
National Tournament and numerous new team records. A 15-1 start
got the Bruins off to the best start in school history, earning the team
a spot in the national rankings. A nine-game winning streak to end
the season boosted the team to a No. 10 rating at the end of the
regular season, the highest ever for a George Fox baseball team.
The Bruins captured their third Northwest Conference crown
in the last five years with an 18-6 league mark, one game ahead of
school rival Linfield. Their strong finish and conference title earned
the Bruins the No. 1 seed in the West Regional at Georgetown, Texas,
where the season ended with losses to Cal Lutheran and Southwest-
ern University.
Coach Pat Bailey was named NWC Coach of the Year for the
third time in five seasons, while six Bruins received All-Conference
honors. Catcher Derek Birley and pitchers Ryan Alvis and Kess
Romano were First Team selections, while second baseman David
Farrell and outfielders Jason Schilperoort and Garrett Bates were
given Honorable Mention.
Left: The 2000 GFU men's
baseball team. Top 1-r: Aaron
Bliss, Derek Birley, Mike Pipei
Kess Romano, Dennis Linder-
man, Adam Lapp, Garrett
Bates, Damon Lorenz, Matt
Sievers, Brian Newman, Lyle
Langeliers. Middle 1-r: Head
Coach Pat Bailey, Michael
Halverson, Eric Beasley Brod]
Wilson, Jason Schilperoort,
Michael Beck, Ryan Alvis, Bry
Anderson, Jacob Johnson,
Adam Carlsen, Paul Andrew-
jeski, Assistant Coach Jeff Loo
mis. Bottom 1-r: Mitchell Shep
pier, Richard Clausen, Kevin
Tucker, Stephen Donohue,
Jeremiah Guidos, Paul Gra-
menz, David Farrell, Matt
Petersen, Jason Wieg, Carlos
Stevenson, Russell Johnston.
Right: Shortstop Paul Gramen
moves to connect with a pitch
The sophomore battled his we
into the starting lineup to star
all 41 games.
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Hj Left: Their individual personalities
shine through as team members line up
^^^^^^^^m at the beginning of the first inning of
play.
OPPONENT W/L
(Home games in bold)
Western Baptist W(7-5) W(7-0)
Western Oregon W(6-3) L(3-13)
Linfield W (8-2)
Linfield W (2-0) W (4-2)
Concordia-Portland W (5-4)
Claremont-Mudd-Scr W (6-2)
North Central (IL) W (18-3)
Menlo W (6-1)
La Verne W (9-7)
Menlo W (9-6)
Menlo W (8-7)
Lewis & Clark W (6-2) W (8-4)
Lewis & Clark L (3-5)









Cal State-Hayward W(3-1) W(5-4)






Southwestern Univ L (3-4)
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Softba
In what proved to be Chris Gross" eighth and final season as
George Fox softball coach, the Bruins posted a 6-25 record and went
3-18 in the conference, finishing eighth.
The Bruins opened the season going 1-3 in the Central
Washington Tournament and were 2-3 in the University of Redlands
Tournament. Their lone conference winning series was a 2-1 edge
over Whitworth College, including a 12-4 win that was the team's
biggest offensive output of the season.
Pitcher-shortstop Beth Davis completed a fine four-year
career by being selected First Team All-Conference for the second
year in a row as a utility player. She was 3-11 on the mound, led the
staff with 42 strikeouts, and threw nine complete games. Third
baseman Brittany Baird was selected as Honorable Mention All-
Conference as she led the team with a .300 batting average and
ranked fifth in the league with 101 assists in the field. Left fielder
Anita Orlowski belted five homeruns with 18 RBI, and outfielder


















Head Coach: Chris Gross
Left: Senior Sherilyn Gerig
steps up to the plate, her
game face intact. Gerig hac
the team's highest on-base
percentage with .358.
Right: Senior Beth Davis
prepares to hurtle a pitch
toward the plate. With a
2.92 ERA and 42 strikeouts
on the season, Davis made
the most pitching appear-
ances of any Bruin.
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Left: The Lady Bruins huddle
around Coach Gross for words of
guidance as they look to defeat
their opponent.
OPPONENT W/L




Puget Sound L (0-8)
Linfield L(0-8) L(0-8)
Linfield L(1-2)
Univ. of Redlands L (5-7)
Biola University L(0-11)
Coll. of Notre Dame W (7-6)
Univ. of Redlands L (5-7)
Coll. of Notre Dame W (7-6)




Lewis & Clark L (4-6)
Pacific Lutheran L(0-9) L(0-8)
Pacific Lutheran L (0-7)
Whitworth W(12-4) L(2-8)
Whitworth W(4-0) L(2-5)
Lewis & Clark L(3-4) L(1-2)
Willamette L(2-4) L(0-8)
L(1-2)
Above: Second baseman Cori Wulf
readies herself, eager for the next




The men's team finished a strong fourth at the Northwest Confer-
ence Meet and, with only two men participating, tied for 49th out of 76
teams at the National meet to bring an end to the 2000 season.
Discus thrower Ian Strauss and steeplechaser Brandon Workman
were invited ,to participate in the NCAA Division III National Champion-
ships in Naperville, Illinois, based on either meeting automatic qualifying
marks or posting provisional marks good enough to fill out the fields in
their events. Senior Workman earned All-American honors with a sixth-
place finish in the 3000m steeplechase, setting a new personal mark and
recording the third-best time in Bruins history in the event. Also a senior,
Strauss missed All-American status by only one place, finishing seventh
with a toss of 156-9.
On the season, Strauss posted the second-best marks in Bruin
history in both the discus and the shot put, while senior Jon Roberts'
javelin toss of 192-02 was the third-best ever. Despite capturing the #10
mark on the GFU All-Time list, the men's 4x400 relay team of Zach
Davidson, Tyler Gassaway, Eric Costa, and David Plotts was barely edged
out of competing at the national meet. The high level of talent on the
men's side, though not sending great numbers to the national level, did
help push the Bruins to a combined men's and women's conference cham-
pionship title.
*
Left: The 2000 GFU men's track &
field team. Back 1-r: Assistant Coac
John Smith, Ryan Austin, Michael
Owen, David Lovejoy, Phil Jess,
John Mantalas, Scott Greene, Davie
Kilian, Stephen Martin, Brandon
Workman, Assistant Coach Dave
Guzman. Third 1-r: Assistant coacfi
Scott Brown, Tyrone Taylor, Ian
Strauss, Tyler Gassaway, Jon
Roberts, Scott Alvey, Tevin Taylor,
Conley Bergh, Forrest Towne,
Assistant Coach Chad Riddle.
Second 1-r: Head Coach Wes Cook,
John Fletcher, Eric Kunze, Silas
Towne, Joel Strunk, Aaron Routon,
Kevin Whitaker, Keith Christianser
Eric Costa. Front 1-r: Nick Ryland,
Beau West, David Plotts, Neil
Cantrall, Nathan Paisley, Zach
Davidson, Scott Oswald, Caleb
Harris. (Not pictured: Volunteer
assistants Kevin Carr and Josh
Howery.)
Right: Senior Caleb Harris, freshm;
Keith Christiansen, and freshman
Zach Davidson contest each other ;
the 400m hurdles, one of track and
field's most exhausting events.
*
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Far left: Senior Brandon Workman strains
every muscle to push himself toward the
tape. Workman's sixth place steeplechase
finish at Nationals earned him All-American
honors.
Left: Senior John Mantalas and junior Ryan
Austin battle it out in the 800-meter run at the




High jump 5-10.5 Scott Greene
Pole vault 13-06 Aaron Routon
Long jump 22-03.75 Tyler Gassaway
Triple jump 40-11 Scott Greene
Shot put 48-10.25 Ian Strauss
Discus 165-07 Ian Strauss
Javelin 192-02 Jon Roberts
Hammer 158-07 Joel Strunk
Decathlon 4/JI ptS Ty Taylor
100m 11.03 David Plotts
200m 22.05 David Plotts
400m 49.39 David Plotts
800m 1:56.74 Ryan Austin
1 ,500m 3:59.33 Brandon Workman
3,000m 8:40.68 Steve Willmer
5,000m 14:46.24 Brandon Workman
10k 34:48.57 Forrest Towne
110m H 16.14 Zach Davidson
400m hurdles 54.80 Zach Davidson
3,000m 9:05.40 Brandon Workman
steeplechase
4x1 00 relay 42.82 Martin, Davidson
Gassaway, Plotts
4x400 relay 3:16.87 Costa, Gassaway,
Whitaker, Plotts
Above: Junior Tyler Gassaway grits his teeth




A first-place finish for the women's team in the Northwest
Conference Championships, hosted by George Fox, highlighted an
outstanding track and field campaign for the Bruins in the spring of 2000.
The team unseated Pacific Lutheran, winners of the last four
conference meets and 18 of the last 19, in a surprisingly easy victory as the
women won by a margin of 31 points over runner-up Linfield. Coach Wes
Cook earned NWC "Women's Coach of the Year" honors for leading the
Bruins to the championship.
Competing at Nationals in Naperville, Illinois, were pole vaulter
Heather Hunt, triple jumper Jocelyn Kennedy, and hurdler Sharon Barnett.
Junior Hunt had the second-best vault in the country, yet finished in 7th
place, while senior Kennedy had the nation's 13th-best mark and did not
qualify for the final heat. Both women's marks were school records, as was
freshman Erin Simon's 115-0 in the hammer throw. Senior Sharon Barnett's
time in the 100m hurdles was the second-best ever and just off her own
record of 14.57, while senior Karrie Nelson ran it in 14.87 for the third-best
time. Barnett and Hunt were selected as co-MVPs for the women's team.
Others who had fine seasons and narrowly missed qualifying for
the nationals included Ember Brosius — on consortium from Gordon
College - in the 1500m and 5000m runs, Nelson in the 100m and 400m
hurdles, and "Rookie of the Year" Megan Heuberger in the 400m hurdles.
Left: The 2000 GFU women's track
& field team ... Northwest
Conference champions! Back 1-r:
Head Coach Wes Cook, Assistant
Coach John Smith, Assistant Coach
Scott Brown, Assistant Coach Chad
Riddle, Assistant Coach Dave
Guzman. Third 1-r: Erin Simon,
Amy Forbes, Tamara Newhouse,
Marian Stevens, Pamela Longman,
Jamie McElwain, Marisa Merritt,
Heidi Smith, Kelsey Baron. Second
1-r: Mimi VanHooser, Shannon
Larson, Jessica Nies, Ember Brosius
Megan Heuberger, Sharon Barnett,
Paige Lewis, Tori Taylor. Front 1-r:
Rosie Ofstie, Lori Miller, Kirsten
Norgaard, Helena Telfer, Heather
Hunt, Jocelyn Kennedy, Christina
Davis, Angela Powell, Colleen
Forbes. (Not pictured: Jessica
Adams, volunteer assistants Kevin
Carr and Josh Howery.)
Right: Middle-distance specialists
Ember Brosius and Tori Taylor stay
close on the leaders' heels in the
5000m at the Conference meet. Botr
girls achieved marks in GFU's top
ten all-time list for the distance.
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Clockwise, from top left: Sky-high's the limit
for Ail-American pole vaulter Heather Hunt
as she climbs new heights to set another GFU
record; The only thing better for Senior Joce-
lyn Kennedy than beating the old school tri-
ple jump record was knowing that it be-
longed to friend and prior teammate Sharla
Rhoades; Despite recurring shoulder prob-
lems, sophomore throwing phenom Marian




High jump 5-04.5 Amy Forbes
Pole vault 12-01.5 Heather Hunt
Long jump 16-09.5 Kelsey Baron
Triple jump 37-08 Jocelyn Kennedy
Shot put 36-00.75 Marian Stevens
Discus 131-01 Marian Stevens
Javelin 131-03 Lori Miller
Hammer 115-00 Erin Simon
100m 13.01 Colleen Forbes
200m 26.51 Sharon Barnett
400m 59.48 Jessica Adams
800m 2:16.00 Jamie McElwain
1 ,500m 4:44.19 Ember Brosius
3,000m 10:13.75 Ember Brosius
5,000m 18:04.64 Ember Brosius
10k 41 :53.80 Marisa Merritt
100m hurdles 14.63 Sharon Barnett




4x1 00 relay 49.57 C. Forbes, Heuberger,
Baron, Barnett
4x400 relay 3:59.71 Adams, McElwain,
Barnett, Heuberger
Above: Sophomore Megan Heuberger sails
over a barrier in her trademark race, the
400m hurdles. Heuberger also had the




In his first full season as men's tennis coach at Fox, former
Bruin Rick Cruz guided the Bruins to an 8-12 overall record and a 6-
6 mark, good enough for fifth place in the Northwest Conference. In
the season-ending NWC Tournament, the Bruins went 1-2 and
finished sixth.
Top players for the Bruins were #1 Todd Hammans and #2
Ryan Cruz, who were both named First Team All-Conference.
Hammans, who was ranked 28th in the NCAA Division III West
Region, was 14-6 in earning All-NWC honors for the second straight
year, while Cruz, a Second Team pick last year, was 12-8. As a
doubles team, the pair were 15-5 and ranked 13th in the West
Region. Freshman Joe Gonzales was a pleasant surprise, posting a
winning record at the #3 singles spot. He also teamed up with Jared

















Left: Junior Thong Nguyer
is off the balls of his feet in
preparation to return the
next serve.
Right: Junior Todd Ham-
mans ended the season wil
the team's best record of \ L.
6, good enough for 28th in
the region. Along with Rya
Cruz, he also competed
admirably in the doubles
category.
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Left: In onepowerful stroke,
freshman Joe Gonzales sends the
ball ripping across the net.
OPPONENT W/L
(Home matches in bold)







California Institute of Tech
W (4-3)
Point Loma L (0-7)
Occidental L (3-4)
Linfield W (4-3)
Puaet Sound L (0-7)
Pacific Lutheran L(1-6)
Willamette L (3-4)
Lewis & Clark W(6-1)
NW Nazarene W (7-0)
Pacific L(3-4)
Willamette L (3-4)
Lewis & Clark W(6-1)
Linfield L (3-4)
Above: Junior Jared Pearson moves




It was a learning season for a young and inexper-
ienced women's tennis team as the Bruins went 1-15
overall under new coach Mark Sendelback. The team's
only win came over Mills College, but there were several
close matches that went down to the wire, especially late
in the season as the team improved. The Bruins dropped a
5-4 decision to Pacific in the opening round of the confer-
ence tournament to bring the year to a close.
Although her record was only 3-13, top singles
player Rachel McComb impressed the conference coaches
enough with her hustle and determination to win a spot on
the All-Conference Second Team. Kim Reimer had the best
overall mark, going 6-11 at #2.
Left: The 2000 GFU women's
tennis team. Back 1-r: Head
Coach Mark Sendelback, Emil
Kane, Kelsey Shontz, Kim
Reimer, Jacie Catandella,
Assistant Coach Jacob Dobson




Right: With concentration and
finesse, junior Kelly Chrismari
crouches low to meet the
oncoming serve.
92 Sports
Left: Junior Kim Reimer lines up and
powers one over the net. With more
wins than any other Bruin this spring,
she was a fierce competitor and a
valuable asset to her team.
OPPONENT W/L
(Home matches in bold)
1 pwiq Ri P.lark
rUljcl oUUIIU 1 (C\ OA






Puget Sound L (0-9)
Pacific Lutheran L (0-9)
Lewis & Clark L (0-9)







Above: Senior Rachel McComb
prepares to slam home a serve. She was
only the second women's tennis player
ever to make All-Conference for Fox.
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ntramurals
For students who wanted to play sports just for fun, intramural
sports was the way to go, as the competition was less emphasized. Most of
the participants were not active in the school's athletic teams at the same
time as an intramural season. The idea of intramural sports was to get
everyone who wanted to be involved in a sport involved.
Participants chose their own team names and their own players -
though some sports did require a certain quota of females per team. For
approximately a month and a half, teams would battle at their chosen sport
- including volleyball, basketball, indoor soccer, floor hockey, flag football,
or wallyball - for the prized "Intramural Champions" T-shirt.
Once sign-ups were complete, staff members Jason Baugh, Neil
Cantrall, Paul Gramenz, Josh McPherson, Travis Melvin, and Nicola
Murphy made up the schedule, organized and refereed the games,
provided for immediate needs at competitions such as injuries, and
generally made sure that the seasons ran smoothly. Intramural sports were















Right: Forrest Arnold makes a
play from the pitcher's mound






































Left: Senior Ben Baarspul leaps






































Below: Senior Phil Jess has a
new hat. "Hess" lets his boyish
side shine through as he
attempts to color inside the
lines at a team lunch at Red
Robin after a cross country
meet. "Do we get to keep the
crayons?"
Above, left: "Go ahead, make
my day." Junior Sharon McKee
is totally cool and laid-back as
she takes a well-deserved
moment to relax at a DaySpring
get-together. (And yes, at times
they do break sporadically into
song.)
Above: Every athlete on
campus recognizes this scene:
sophomore Megan Heuberger
and freshmen Silas Towne and
James Eubank goof off during
one of the many long van rides
to an away competition at an
opposing school.
Below: Aren't they just yc
favorite couple evt
Sophomore Neil Cantrall spi
freshman Kelsey Baron arou:
the dance floor at Spri
Formal. The theme for tl
year's classiest event w
"Midnight Masqueradi
Above, left: "Are you talkin' to me?" Bett
Heckinger hangs out in her suite, the place she
called home sweet home for her sophomore year.
Above, right: Juniors Aimee Smith and
Faith Curammeng get along a lot better
now that they're not roommates!
Right: Music major Kelli Be
low thanks her accompanists
the end of her Senior recit;
96 People Divider
Below: "Tip your hat there, lil'
lady!" Freshman Kate Bode
shows a little cowgirl flair at the
Holiday Hoedown.
bove: Stephanie Marr, Jillian
illinger, and Leah Weare lift
leir voices and concentrate on
Le songs of praise. The entire
eorge Fox community took
ne out for this worship
ssion prior to setting out to
rve Newberg on Serve Day.
Below: "Do you mind if I
borrow your extra paintbrush?
Aaron Routon and Daniel St.
Germain were just a few of the
many who enjoyed the low-key
activities at Spring Retreat. The
retreats provided great





George Fox are who
make the university
the place that it is.
Each person is
different and brings his
or her own unique





the Bon Appetit staff,




and dreams that make
George Fox the place
we call home.
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• Wayne Adams • Dave Adrian • Rich
Allen • Mike Allen • Pat Allen • Carla
Anderson • Julie Anderson • Paul
Anderson • Carl Anderson • Lorraine
Andresen * Mark Ankeny • Becky
Ankeny • Beth Appert • Bruce Arnold
• Robin Ashford • Dwayne Astleford
• Pat Bailey * Jessica Baisch * Para
Baker • Robin Baker Andy Baker •
Grace Balwit • Dirk Barram • Sheila
Bartlett • Janelle Baugh • Jackie
Baysinger • Steve Bearden • Kathi
Becker * Sandra Beckham • Perry Bell
• Karon Bell • Jan Bell • Mikell
Benham • Patrick Bennett • Shannon
Bennett • Terri Bennink * Debbie
Berho • Gary Bertrand • Susan Bettis
• Don Black • Perri. Boehr • Carrie Bohl
• John Bowman • A.D. Boyington •
Daoe Brandt • In? Brendlinger • Pony
Brock • Bec/cy Brans • Sharon Brown
• Dan Brunner • Bob Buckler • Rodger
Bufford • Gary Buhler • Bz'/Z Buhrow
• Susan Butler • George Byrtek • Jan
Cain • Mz'/ce Campadore • Dowg
Campbell • Ckrfc Campbell • Kevin
Can • Bto'r CfiSft • PsmI Chamber-lain
• Carlisle Chambers * Pam Chambers
• Chuck Church • Aniffl Cirulis • Zoze
CZarfc • Marvin Clarkson * Matt
Clemons • ffo% Clough • Tory CoZe •
Kanrffe Comfort • Olttfifc Conniry •
Andrea Cook • Wes Coofc • Paffz Coote
• Cara Copeland * Paul Corbett-Furgal
• Caitlin Corning • Jonas Co,t •
Jennifer Crackenberg • Marie Craven
• Tern Crawford • Tara Croeni •
Maggie Daane • Vffcf Defferding • /o/w
Dejoy * Steve Delamarter • CaraZ
Dell 'Oliver • GayZe Denham • Bob
Dexter • Demse DeCicco • Sue D/trs
Mark Pothoff, Interim
Associate Dean of Students
• Daryl Dixon • Peggy Dougherty •
/e^ray Dam- • Karen Dunlap • .Andy
Dunn • Sharra Durham • Gene
Dykema * Kathryn Ecklund • CarZ
Ecklund • D/cZc EZZioff • Brian EZs •
Patsy Engle * Richard Engnell *
Robert P. Ensign • Bill Essig • Sam
Farmer • GaryPawver • Dixie Fendall
• Patti Findley • Karah Fisher • Kim
Fisher • Jim Fisher • Karlyn Fleming
• Jim Fleming • Gloria Foltz * Konay
Ford • /oZin Fortmeyer • /zm Foster •
Stan Frame * Kurt Free • Sherrie Frost
• Margaret Fuller • Diane Funderhide
• Kathleen Gathercoal • Ami Gerick •
Andrew Gess • Jenny Getsinger •
Mona Gettman • Dana Goertzen *
Wes Cook, Associate Professor of Health and Human
Performance /Track & Field and Cross Country
Faculty and Staf
Students are not the only people on our
campus. The guidance of numerous professors,
adjuncts, coaches and other superior personnel enab
us to get the quality education we do at George Fox.
The roads they each have chosen have led them here
as well, and we are blessed to have a very diverse,
unique group of intellectual and spiritual mentors ir
our midst. They have been strategically placed in 01
lives ... and one or more of them may play an integri
role in helping you discern which road you will wal
Kathy Grant • Steve Grant • Phyllis
Hacker • Dennis Hagen • David Haigh
• Kevin Hall • CZzerz Hampton • Erinn
Hampton • Susan Hampton • Steve
Hannum • David
Hansen * Bob Harder •
Kim Harmon • JacZc
Harris • Mark Hartley •
Mzzrfc Hatfield • Jeremy
Haidi • Tcmi Head • Scot
Headley • John Heitz •
Hank Helsabeck • Dave
Herron • LesZz'e Hibbler
• Ed Higgins • Merle
Hilbun * Sarah Hillman
• Claudia Hirsch *
Priscilla Hochhalter •
Eloise Hockett * Marian
Holzschuh • Corbin
Hoornbeek • Ginger
Hoover • Dave Howard
• JosZz Howery • Barry
Hubbell • Berry
Hu elsman • Eileen
Hulme • Peg Hutton •
Martha lancu • Kerry Irish • Dale
Isaak • Jeffrey Jackson • Jim Jackson •
Clella Jaffe * Bonnie Jerke * Meredith
Jessup • Ronald Johns • Michele
Johnson • Craig Johnson • Derric
Johnson * Jeri Johnson • John Johnson
• Merrill Johnson * Pom Johnson • Bill
Jolliff • Para Jones • Kathleen Jones •
Dale Journey • Luis Juarez • Charles
Kamilos • Amy Karjala • Monika
Keller • Dave Kelley • Sue Kenagy •
Paul Kennedy • Gary Kilburg • Peggy
Kilburg • April Kilcup • Dwight
Kimberly • Larry Kintz * Phyllis
Kirkman • Laura Klaus • Karin
Klinger • Dana Klinkner • Alan Kluge
• Chris Koch • Warren Koch • Prudy
Koop • Ken Kornelis • Marilyn
Kratzberg • Patsy Kuehne • Beth
LaForce • Bethany Labrie • Gn
Lamm • Miriam LaRue * Bob Lauin
• Denny Lawrence • Steve Lawre
• David LeShana • Larry Leboi




Laurel Lee-Phaler • Jan Lefebvre • I
Leslie • Donna Lewis * Laurie Lie
• Sharon Linzey • Carl Lloyd • Me
Lloyd • Margo Long • Kr\
Longstroth • Barb Lutsock • Jei
Lyda • John Lyda • Keri Macadae
Howard Macy • Margi Macy • At
Maher • Ramona Mangelsdorf * A
Mansfield • Leo Marmot • M,
Martin * Nick Maurer • Ft
McCollum • Brooke McGillixna[
Katie Mdntire • Dianna Mclntyt
Sean McKay • Derryl McKenzi
Mark McLeod • Rebecca McLeo,
Susan McNaught • Susan Mean
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nathan Meeks • Miriam Mendez •
rry Mennenga * Frank Messina •
mdy Michael • Don Millage • Colin
tiler • Dana Miller • Nathan Miller
Arnie Mitchell • Barb Mitchell •
net Moats * Melanie Mock • Ron
ock • Beth Molzahn • Glenn Moron
Cori Morgan • Rob Morgan •
hoard Morris • Man/Kate Morse •
vin Multop • Carol Namburi • Amy
itzke • John Natzke • Josh Nauman
John Newberry • Todd Newell •
ger Newell • Susan Newell • Eilene
iwman • Louise Newswanger •
vin O'Kelley • Debby O'Kelley •
mya Ochsner • Mark Ocker •
irsha Ocker • Eleanor Odell • Marti
'field • Mary Olson • Dale Orkney
Valorie Orton • Larry Osborn •
Brent Wilson, Assistant
rofessor of Computer Science
Asbjorn Osland • Michael Pender •
Sheri Philips • Donna Phillips • Alex
Pia • Belinda Pilcher • Forrest Piatt •
Virginia Pongratz • Mark Pothoff •
Don Powers • Mike Ruder • Kerri
Radke • Colleen Richmond • Vicki
Ring • Bill Rogers • Gale Roid • Felix
Rosales • Helen Rose • Bev Rosen •
Wendy Ross • Scott Rueck • Jon
Rubesh • John Rurnler • Claire
Rusunen • Loye Ryan • Roseanna
Salinas • Linda Samek • Kristen
Sandoz • Linda Sartwell • Chris
Schlarbaum * Mel Schroeder • Sherrie
Schulke • Dan Schutter • Judi
Sclmmnz • John Scott • Marta Sears •
Dale Seipp • Mark Selid Ron Shaw
• Richard Shaw • Larry Shelton •
Byron Shenk • Sherrie Sherrill *
Chosho Shikina •
Sarah Shoemaker •
Rob Simpson • Jo
Sivley • Sharon
Skyles • Tanja Smith
• Fred Smith • Rofom
Smif/z • Phil Smith •




Stansell • Kim Stave
• Joan Stebbins *




Strobel * Josh Stuart
• Jennifer Swanborough • Norma
Swanborough • Da« Swanson *
Daniel Sweeney • Michael Sweetland
• Tern Sweetland • Shelley Tapia •
Craig Taylor • Cristie Taylor • Mark
Terry • Missy Terry • Clyde Thomas •
Jan Thompson * Linda Thompson •
Joseph Thouvenel • Alan Thurston •
Nancy Thurston • Vickie Timmons •
Left: Who says faculty don't
know how to party? Student
Life staff pose with their mates
in cowboyish get-ups at the
Holiday Hoedown. Clockwise,
from left: AC Rob Simpson,
Mark Pothoff, Andy Copeland,




borough, AC Kim Stave, Camie
Simpson, AC Cara Copeland,
Interim Dean of Students
Sharra Durham.
John Tish * Vicki Tschan • Manfred
Tschan • Tim Tsohantaridis • Janis
Tyhurst • Jeffrey Uecker • Melinda van
Bossuyt • Dan van der Water • Jeff
Vandenhoek • Jessamyn VanHook •
Melody Velez • Mark Vernon • Carrie
Jo Vincent • Michael Vines • Dick
Votaw • Scoff Wade • Dem'se Waterer
• Mark Weinert • Diane Weirich •
Kathleen Weiss • Brad Weldon *
Denise Westby • Carta Williams •
Ken Willson • Brent Wilson • John
Wilson • Jodi Wimberly • Mike
(Biggs) Wirta • Jere Witherspoon •
Diane Wood • Kathleen Wood •
Sylvia Wood • Debra Warden •
CathiYoung * Richard Zielke •
Kerry Irish, Associate Professor of History and winner of 1999-2000





















Alexia Basso Lisa Bauman Eric Beasley Shawn Beebe
Elementary Education Human Performance Elementary Education Psychology










Angela Bergerson Kerry Black




















Rachel Camp Christopher Carbone
































Jacob Dobson Kathryn Doggett




































Human Performance Elementary Education






















John Harshman Erin Hatch
Human PerformanceElementary Education Communication Arts



















Rebecca Jellum Philip Jess Heidi Johnson Tyler Johnson
Sociology Human Performance Elementary Education


















Brennan Koch Jolene Koch Ryan Kroll
Biology Biology Computer Information
Science






















Pamela Longman Eric Lundeen
Mathematics Accounting;
Communication Arts

















































































Katy Presnell Michael Presnell
International Studies Computer Information
Science












































































Not Pictured: Lindsay Ruhnke; Darlene Sackett; Kristie Sauer; Jason Schilperoort; Keith Schneider; Aaron

















1 r „ x
Q , „
Kris Sorensen; Melissa Sperling; Andreas Steven; Ian
bhelley Yonemura Strauss; Stephanie Stedbing; Bonnie Swift; Austin
Elementary Education Taylor; Michelle Twining; Justin Ubel; Darren
, . . T, . „ , Weidman; Jason Wieg; Ellen Wierstra; Kyle Wonderly;
















































































































































Kristal Leila Jacie Bethany Robyn Amy Matthew Rebecca
Carson Cassel Catandella Cates Chacko Chamberlain Chandler Changus
117
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Amy Nicholas Kendra Jonathan WaiTsiu Kelly




















































Brent Adrienne Sarah Jennifer Joshua Christina















Heather Nathan Brian Amy Katie Julie Cherice Heidi















































































































































































Bradley Carrie Courtney Jacob Jamie Jesse





























































































































































































































































































































Julie Bryan Wendee Donna Sara














































































Janelle Erin Marian Carlos Aaron


































































































Jessica Joyce Jennifer Jaime Amber





















































Benjamin Melanie Darbi John Carolyn
Young Young Ytreeide Zia Zinno
Not Pictured: Jennifer Adams; Scott Alvey; Noelle Alvis; Allissa Alvord; Christina Amela; Lindsay
Amos; Bryce Anderson; Sara Anderson; Paul Andrewjeski; David Arnold; Austin Ashenbrenner;
Marcus Aust; Jonathan Austin; Melissa Austin; James-John Avery; Daniel Bagley; Edward Bahk;
Brittany Baird; Lauren Barnhart; Kathi Becker; Nathaniel Beckham; Mirsade Bejiqi; Blerim
Berisha; Jennifer Bernham; Sonna Bilyeu; Sonya Biornstad; Sarah Bisenius; Kirsten Blikstad;
Charissa Bogdanov; Ember Brosius; Patrick Buell; Melissa Burns; Labinot Bytyqi; Allison Camp;
Ruth Casto; Chi Cheung; Mei-Po Cheung; Chi Chung; Jennifer Clark; Jeremy Comstock; Christina
Cooke; Mindy Cooke; Hanna DeMaster; Douglas Duvall; Tawnya Eberly; Gregory Eisenzimmer;
Kristy Elson; Karisa Epling; Bryan Erickson; Stephanie Filkins; Andrew Fisher; Colleen Forbes;
Jessica Fox; Aaron Fuller; Jennifer Gale; Abbey Godwin; Amanda Sue Golden; Nathaniel Green;
Jeremiah Guidos; Johnathan Hamm; Brenda Hampton; Julie Handyside; Traci Hanson; Andrew
Harper; William Headley; Jake Heida; Kristin Herkelrath; Richelle Hibbler; Lee Hiskey; Brandon
Hollingsworth; Kenneth Howe; Nigel Hunter; Patrick Hyland; Seth Insley; Elaine James; Dean
Jansen; Andrew Johnson; Derek Johnson; Mark Johnson; Matthew Johson; Russell Johnston;
Leanne Jones; Shelly Jones; Christopher Kelley; Jennifer Kennedy; Seong Han Kim; Todd Kimball;
Crystal Kintner; Raya Knauss; Heath Kumnick; Tyler Kuske; Stacey Lakshas; Stephanie Lally;
Amy Larson; Ben Larson; Latif Latifi; Stephen Leasure; Ivy Lemon; Paige Lewis; Christie Linn;
Abigail Lloyd; Justin Loh; Pamela Luckman; Christina Lyons; Benjamin Macy; Leah Maryatt; John
McCaskey; Nicole McGill; Sean McKillion; David Mickelson; Nathan Miller; Sarah Mills; Aaron
Milner; Glenda Morgan; Noelle Morgan; Michael Nelson; Tamara Newhouse; Rosalie Nibler;
David Nichols; Thomas Norton; Denise O' Farrell; Anita Orlowski; Kyle Palmer; Mikayla Paris;
William Parkes; Lafe Paulson; Andrew Peterson; Gwendolyn Pilcher ; David Plotts; Benjamin
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TT A IT "T
Wal = =k If our Road
This year was a learning experience for all that were involved in the
reation of the 1999-2000 yearbook. Off to a late start, the four of us editors set
) work on making sure the student body would know that this year did exist,
hope that this yearbook will be a reminder to follow your dreams.
This yearbook had many people involved in the production, we
efinitely couldn't have done it ourselves,
ihuge thanks to...
~ Leslie Sesser, ASC Communications Director . . . how did you drag us into this?
~ Scott Wade, Student Leadership Advisor . . . thanks for being our sounding board.
~ Kendra Faith Charles . . . you designed a great cover; thanks for sharing your talent.
~ Annette Johnson, our Herff Jones representative . . . you're the best; what would we
do without you?
~ Our staff and contributing writers . . . thanks for committing to work on this book
halfway through the year, you were great.
~ Diane Funderhide and Anita Cirulis in University Relations . . . thanks for helping
us obtain all the pictures.
~ Blair Cash, Sports Information Director . . . you saved us a lot of interview and
writing time.
~ Carley Egelston and the Darkroom staff ... we would have had a hard time making
a yearbook without your dedication to taking pictures.
~ All of you who let us have your own personal pictures, some of the best images
come from you. Keep snapping memories.
he L'ami office has become a second home to us at times, so we are glad that
lis book is finally in your hands.
Co-Editors Marisa Merritt, Amy Chapman, Jessica Smart, and Stina Larson
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